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THIS Work, which is equally distinguished by its spirit

and" its ingenuity, Viras given to the PulDlisher, with an assur-

ance of its "beirig "brought f I:. Helena, though an air of

mystery was affectedly throw:: round the mode of its convey-

ance.

Whether it be really written by Buonaparte, or by some

confidential friend, is a i^atter that must be left entirely

to conjecture. . It bears some resembla^'Ce to his style, more

to his manner, and is altogether jusL what the ostensible Au-

thor, or an able apologist under his name, might be expected

to say of his opinions, motives, and actions.
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MANUSCRIPT,

&c.

I do not write commentaries: the events of my reign

are sufficiently kncwn, and I am not obliged to feed, the

curiosity of the. public. I give a sketch of those events,

because my character and my intentions may be strongely dis-

figured, and I have at heart to appear such as I really was,

both in the eyes of my son and in those of posterity.

This is the object of this tract. I am forced to make

use of an iradlrect channel in publishing it. Por if it were

to fall into the hands of the English ministry, I know by ex-

perier:ce, that it would remain buried in. an office.
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My life has "been so extraordinary, that the admirers of

my power imagined that even my childhood must have heen uncom-

mon. But th-y are mistaken. There was nothing singular in

my early life. I was only an o"bstinat?^ and inquisitive child.

My first education was contemptible, like every thing in Corsi-

ca. I learned French easily enough from the soldiers of the

garrison, with whom I passed my time.

I succeeded in what I undertook, "because I chose iti my

desires were strong, and my character decided. I never hes-

itated: this gave me the adva^ntage over every hody. The will

depends indeed on the temper of the individual; it is not the

privilege of every man to "be master at home.

My understanding led me to detest lm2:>ositions. I always

discerned truth at once, and, for that reason, I always saw "bet-

ter than others to the "bottom of things. The world was to me

always in fact, never in right. I scarcely resembled any man.

My very nature was always isolated.

I never discovered that study could he of any use to me;

in fact it did nothing for me "but teach m.e ri'eans. Mathematics

alone ever availed me. The rest was lost time. I studied,

however, from vanity.

My intellectual faculties, nevertheless, took their bent

without any assistanc^^. They proceed from a great degree of

mobility in the fibres of my brain. I thought faster than
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others, so thp^t T had always time to reflect. And my depth

of thought co"-sisted in this.

My mind v/as too active to allow me to be amused with the

ordinary pursuit -:i of youth. I was not indeed quite ignorant

of theni; "but I sought interest elsewhere. This disposition

placed me in a kind of solitude, w?»ere I met nothing hut my

own thoughts. And this kind of existence "became habitual

in every situation.

I loved to solve problems: I sought them in the math-

ematics, but I was soon satisfied, for the order of matter

is extremely bounded. I then soL^ght them in moral order,

and it is the pursuit in which I have best- succeeded. This

species of search has become habitual: to it I owe the great

steps I took in politics and war.

My birth destined me to the service, and I was there-

fore sent to the military college. I obtained a lieuten-

ant's commission at the beginning of the revolution. I ney-

er received any rank with so much delight as that. The

height of my ambition was then confined to v/earing one day

a bullion epaulette on each shoulder: a colonel of artillery

seemed to me the ne plus ultra of human grandeur.

I was then too young to take any interest in politics.

I was no judge of man in general, neither was I surprised

or alarmed at the disorder that then reigned, because I

could not compare it with any other period. I accommo-
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dated myself to circumstances, I was not yet difficult.

I way employed in the army of the Alps. It did

nothing as an army should do. It was ignorant hoth

of war and discipline. I was at a "bad school. It is

true we had no enemies to fight; our only duty was to

prevent the Piedmontese from passing the Alps, and noth-

ing was so easy.

Ar^archy reigned in our cantonments; the soldiers had

no respect for the officers, the officers scarcely oheyed

the generals, a^d these were every day changed or checked

"by the representatives of the people: the army only ac-

knowledged in these last the idea of power, the strongest

hold over the human mind. I then perceived the danger of

civil influence in military affairs, and I have always

guarded against it.

It was not talent, hut loquacity, which gained cred-

it in the army; all depends on that popular favour which

is obtained by vociferation.

I never had that community of sentimemt with the vul-

gar which produces field eloquence. I never had the tal-

ent of moving the people; so that I played no part at that

time in the army; but I had the more time for reflection.

I studied war; not on paper, but m the field. I

saw fire for the first time in a slight affair of rifle

corps near Mor.t Genevre. The balls were not thi<^k; they
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wounded but few of our people. I felt no kind of emotion;

it was not worth while; I attended to the action. It ap-

peared evident to me that neither side had the least inten-

tion of effecting any thing "by their fire; they merely shot

at each other for conscience sake, and "because it is custom-

ary to do so in war. This want of object vexed me; resist-

ance put me out of humour; I observed our ground; I took a

musket from a wounded man, and prevailed on a good-natured

naptain, who commanded, to keep up his fire while I should

go, with ten or twelve men, to cut off the Piedmontese,

It appeared to me to be very easy to gain a height

which commanded their position, by crossing a grove of fir

trees, on which our. left was su&tained. Our captain ral-

lied; the company gained ground; they drove the enemy to-

wards us; and, as soon as he began to break up, I brought

forward my men. Our fire hampered- his retreat; we killed

a few, and took twenty prisoners; the rest made their es-

cape.

I gave an account of my first trial of arms, not be-

cause it gave me the rank of captain, but because it initi-

ated me into the secrets of war. I perceived that it was

easier than is commonly believed to beat an enemy, and that

the great art lies in not wavering during action, and above

all in not making any but decisive movements, because it is

thus that the soldier is carried along.
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I had gained my spurs; I fancied I had experience, and

from that time I felt a decided taste for a profession in

which I succeedf'd so well. I thought of nothing else, and

I set alDOut solving all the problems which a field of "battle

can offer. I would fain have studied war in "books, hut I

possessed none. I endeavored to recollect the small por-

tion of history that I had read, and I compared these ac-

counts with the facts before my eyes. I thus formed a

theory concerning war which time has developed, hut never

disproyed,

I led this insignificant life till the siege of Tou-

lon. I then had the command of a battalion, and in that

command might have some influence on the sucr»ess of the

siege.

Never was army so ill conducted as ours. No one

knew who commanded. The generals dared not, for fear

of the Representatives of the People, and these were still

more frightened at the Committee of Public Safety. The

corrmissaries plundered, the officers drank, the soldiers

were starving but they were careless and brave. This

very disorder inspired more courage than discipline; and

I became satisfied that mechanical armies are good for

nothing. They have proved so.

All was dore in our camp by motions and acclamations.
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This way of going on was insupportable to me, "but I could

not prevent it, so I pursued my own plans without taking not-

ice of it.

I was perhaps the only man in the army who had a plan;

"but it was my humour to have an end in every thing. I em-

ployed myself m examining the enemy *s position and our own}

I compared his moral means with ours; I saw that here we had

every thing, and he nothing. His :-?xpedition was a misera-

ble scheme, the catastrophe of which he must have foreseen:

and he must be weak indeed, who foresees his own discomfit-

ure.

I sought the best points of attack; I calculated the

range of our batteries, and I pointed out the proper posi-

tions. The experienced officers thought them too danger-

ous, but battles are not won by experience, I persisted;

I shewed my plan to Barras ; he had been a sailor: these brave

men understand nothing of war, but they are intrepid. Bar-

ras approved, because he wished to finish the business. Be-

sides, the Convention was not to call him to account for

arras and legs, but for his success.

My artillerymen were brave and inexperienced the best of

all possible men for soldiers. Our attacks succeeded; the

enemy were frightened, they dared not attempt any thing against

us. They stupidly sent balls which fell as chance directed,

and did no execution. The fire I directed answered better.
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I was zealous, because I expected promotion; "biit I also

liked success for it':=! own sake. I passed ray time in the

batteri'es 1 slept in the trenches. Nothing is well done

that one Joes not do one's self. We learnt from the pris-

oners that all was going to ruin in the place. At length

it was evacuated in a shameful manner.

We had merited well of our country. I was made hrig-

adier-general. I was employed, denounced, ca^shiered, bal-

lotted for, by faction and intrigue, I conceived a decid-

ed horror for the anarchy that was then at its height, and

I never became reconciled to it. This murderous government

was the more detestable to me as it was absurd and self-de-

structive. It was a perpetual revolution, the rery lead-

ers of whi .-h never seemed tc think of any permanent estab-

lishment.

A general, but without employmerit, I went to Paris be-

cause it was the only place where I could get any thing. I

attached mynelf to Barras . because he was the only man I knew.

Robespierre was dead: Barras played an active part: I was

forced to atta^.h myself to some one, and to some thing.

The affair of the sections was coming on: I took lit-

tle interest in it, because I cared less for politics than

war. I did not think of being an actor in the scene; but

Barras proposed to me to take the commaiad of the force armed

against the insurgents, under him. As a general, I rather





preferred being at the head of the troops to fighting in

the ranks for the sections, where I had no business.

We had oi^ly a handful of men and two four-pounders

to defend the riding-house. A column from the sections

came to attack us, to its cost. I fired my field pieces;

the sectionarles fled; I pursued; they threw themselves up-

on the steps of St. Roque. The street was so narrow that

we could only bring forward one of our p.eces, with which

we fired upon the mob; a few were killed; the rest dis-

persed: and the whole was over in ten minutes.

This event, trifling in itself, produced important

consequences; it prevented the revolution from a retro-

grade movement. I naturally attached myself to the par-

ty for which I had fought, and I thus found myself bound

to the revolutionary cause. I began to fathom it, and

was convinced that it would be victorious: it was in pos-

session of opinion, numbers, and boldness.

The affair of the sections made me a general of di-

vision, and gave me a kind of celebrity. As the victo-

rious party trembled for their triumph, they kept me at

Paris against my wishes; for my only ambition was to en-

gage in war in my new rank.

I remained then idle in Paris. I had no connections

there; I had no habitual society; that of Barras was the

only one I frequented, and there I was well received. It
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was there I first saw my wife, who has had a great influence

on my life, and whose memory will "be for ever dear to me.

I was not insensible to the charms of women, "but to that

period I had not been spoiled "by them; and my character made

me shy of them. Mad. de Beauharnais was the first who en-

couraged me. She said some flattering things on ray milita-

ry talents one day 7;hen I was sitting "by her. Her praises

intoxicated me; I talked to her continually; I followed her

everywhere; I v/as passionately in love with her; and all our

30oiet3'' had pe; ceived it long "before I dared to tell her so.

Uy sentiments were talked of; Barras taxed me with them.

I could have no reasons for denying them. "In that case,**
^

.-.aid he, "you must marry Mad. de Beauharnais. You have your

"rank and talents to make the most of; "but you are insulated,

"without fortune and without connections: you must marry; it

**gives consequence. Mad. de Beauharnais is agreea"ble and

** intelligent, but she is a widow. Her situation has now no

"advantages: women no longer act a part; they must marry to

"have any influence: you have resolutior.
; you will ihake your

"way; you suit her. Will you entrust me to negociate for

you?"

I awaited her answer with anxiety: it was favourable:

Mad. de Beauharnais granted me her hand; and if I have ex-

perienced any moments of happiness in my life, it is to
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her I owe them.-

My station in the world changed after my marriage. Un-

der the directory a sort of social order, in which I had gained

a tolerably elevated rank, had been re-t stahlished. Ambition-

in me had become rational; I might aspi-'e to any thing.

The army of Italy was a mere skeleton, for it had not

been employed. I suggested to send it to attack Austria in

the point where she was most secure; that is to say, in Italy.

The Directory was at peace with Russia and Spain. But

Austria in the pay nf England had strengthened her army, and

kejjt us in check on the Rhine. It was clear that we ought to

make a diversion in ItalyJ to alarm Austria; to give a lesson

to the petty princes of Italy who were leagued against us; in

short, to give a decided colour to the war, which it had high-

erto wanted.

This plan was so simple, it suited the Directory so well

because it wanted success to keep up its credit, that I made

haste to present it, lest it should be forestalled. It met

with no opposition, and I was named commander in chief of the

army of Italy.

I set out to join it. It had been reinforced from the

array of Spain, and I found it fifty thousand strong, destitute

of every thing but good will. I was to try it. A very few

days after my arrival, I ordered a general movement throughout

the line. It extended from Nice to Savona. It was at the
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"begir.ning of April, 1796.

In three days we carried all the Austro-Sardinian posts

which defended the heights of Liguria. The enemy being

hriskly attacked, concentrated his force?. We met him on

the 10th at Montenolle; he was beaten. On the 14th we at-

tacked hiffi at Mi lie si mo, he was beaten again, and we sepa-

rated the Austrians from the Piedmontese. These last took

up a position at MondoYi, whilst the Austrians retired on

the Po, to cover Lombardy.

I beat -the Piedmontese; in three days I seized every

pos-tion in Piedmont, and we were within nine leagues of

Turin, when I received an aide-de-camp, who came to sue

for peace.

I then, for the first time, looked on myself not mere-

ly as a general, but as a man called upon to influence the

fate of nations. I saw that I had a place in history.

This peace changed my plans. I no longer confined

my views to making war in Italy, but resolved to conquer

it. I felt that 'by enlarging the ground of the revolu-

tion, I gave a more solid base to its superstructure. It

was the best means of securing its success.

The court of Piedmont had given up all its strong

places to us. It had put the country into our hands: we

were masters beyond the Alps and Appenine. We were sure

of our points of strength, and tranquil concerning a retreat.
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From this fine positioa I attacked the Austrians. I

crossed the Po at Plaisance, and the Adda at Lodi: it was

not without difficulty; but Beaulieu retired, and I entered

Milan.

The Austrians made incredible efforts to recover Italy.

I was obliged to beat their armies five times before I suc-

ceeded.

Once master of Italy, it was necessary to establish

the revolutionary system in order to unite the country to

Prance by common principles and common interests; that

is to say, that it was necessary to destroy the ancient

system of ranks and establish equality; because it is the

main spring of the revolution. I foresaw that I should

have the clergy, the nobility, and their dependants against

me; that they would resist stoutly, but 1 resolved to over-

come them by arms, and not to stir the people.

I had done great things, but it was necessary to 8.ssume

a corresponding tone and attitude. The revolution had de-

stroyed every species of dignity; I could not give back to

France the pomp of royalty/: I jgave her the lustre of victo-

ry, and the language of a victor.

I resolved to become the protector of Italy, and not

her conqueror. I succeeded by maintaining the discipline

of the army, by punishing revolt severely; but above all, by the

establishment of the Cisalpine republic. By that institution
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I satisfied the avowed wish cf the Italians to be inde-

pendant. I held out, gr e.-tt hopes to them: it depended on

themselYes to realise them "by embracing our cause. They

were allies I was procuring for Prance.

This alliance will last long between the two peoples,

because it is founded on common interests and common ser-

viv.res: they had the same oprlnicrs and the same springs of

action. Without me they would have kept up their old enmity.

Sure of Italy, I scrupled "not to ventvire into the very heart

of Austria. I arrived in^sight of Ylerme., and I signed the

treaty of Cainpo PoriEio. It was a glorious act for Prance,

The party I had countenanced on the 18 Pructidor had

remained master of the republic. I had favoured it because

it was mine, and because it was the only one calculated to

push on the revolution. Now, the more I had taken part in

public affairs the more I was convinced of the necessity of

accomplishing the revolution, because it was the fruit of

public opinion and of the age: every thing that retarded

its progress prolonged the crisis.

Peace was made on the continent; we were only at war

with England, and for want of a field of battle we were in-

4

active. I v/as conscious of my powers: they were of a nature

to distinguish me, but they v/ere unemployed. I knew, however,

that in order to remain in sight I must fix attention, and the

only means of doing so was by extraordinary undertakings; be-

cause men are grateful for excitation. In consequence of
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this opinion I undertook the expedition to Egypt. It was

attributed to profound speculations on my part: "but I had

no other motive than not to remain idle after the peace I

had just concluded.

This expedition would give a high idea of the power of

Prance} it would fix attention on its commander; it would

surprise Europe by its boldness. These were more than suf-

ficient motives for the undertaking; but I had not then the

slightest wish to dethrone the Grand Turk, or even to make

myself a Pasha.

I prepared for my departure in profound silence: it was

necessary to our success, and added to the singular character

of the expedition.

The fleet set sail. I was obliged to destroy that

west of nobility at Malta*, as I passed, because it served

nobody but the English. I was afraid lest some old leaven

of honour might have tempted these knights to defend them-

selves and retard me; fortunately they surrendered even more

ignominiously than I had hoped for.

The battle of Aboukir destroyed the fleet, and deliv-

ered up the sea to the English. Prom that movement I antici-

pated the catastrophe of the expedition: for every army ^

which cannot be recruited must sooner or later capitulate.

Meantime we were forced to remain in Egypt, for we had

It is not possible to do justice to the original expres-
sion, Cette gentilhomiere de Malte. T.
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no means of leaving it. I resolved to put a good face upon

a losing game. I succeeded toleralDly.

I had a fine army: it required occupation, and I fin-

ished the conquest of Egypt to fill up the time. By that

means I opened to science the fairest field she ever ex-

plored.

Our soldiers indeed were a little surprised at find-

ifig themselves m the freehold of Sesostris; but they took

it very well, and it was so singular to see a Frenchman

among such ruins, that they themselves were diverted at it.

Having nothing more to do in Egypt, I thought it would

be interesting to go to Palestine, and attempt to conquer

it. This expedition had a romantic air; I allowed myself

to "be seduced hy it; but I was ill informed with regard to

the obstacles I was to meet, and I did not take troops enough

with Be.

Having passed the desert, I learned that forces had been

assembled at St, Jean d'Acre; I could not despise them; I was

forced to march thither. The place was defended by a French

engineer, I perceived it by the resistance it made. I was

obliged to raise the siege: the retreat was disastrous. For

the first time I had to encounter the opposing elements; but

we were not overcome.

On my return to Egypt, I received the public journals

by way of Tunis. From them I learned the deplorable state
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of France, the disgrace of the directory, and the success

of the coalition. I thought I might serve my country a sec-

ond time. No motive now detained me in Egypt: the enterprise

was at an end. Any general was competent to sign a capitula-

tion which time would render inevitable, ar^d I set out without •

any farther design than that of re -appearing at the head of the

armies to lead them hack to victory.

On landing at Pre jus, icy presence excited enthusiasm in

the people. My military glory reanimated those who had been

beaten. The roads were crowded as I passed: my journey had

the air of a triumph, and on my arrival at Paris I found that

I was all-powerful in Prance.

I found the government in a state of anarchy; its imbe-

cility had brought it within an ace of its ruin. Every one

was for saving his country, and every one proposed his plan.

All these various schemes were confided to me; I was the piv-

ot upon which every coalition turned; but there was not a

single head capable of conducting any fixed plan. They all

relied on me, because they all required the sword. I relied

on nobody, and I was free to choose the plan which best suit-

ed my own. '

Fortune seemed ready to place me at the head of the state.

I prepared to be master of the revolution, for I did not choose

to be only its chief: that part would not have suited me. I

was then called upon to prepare the future fate of France,





perhaps that of the world.

But it was necessary first to make war; to make peace;

to pnt down faction; to found my authority. It was neces-

sary to put the huge machine, called government, in motion.

I knew the weight of the resistance, and should then have

preferred the single trade of war; for I loved the author-

ity of head quarters and the emotion of the field of bat-

tle. In short, at that moment I felt more disposed to re-

store the military superiority of France than to govern it.

But I had no choice in my destiny. I easily perceived

that the reign of the Directory was near its end; that some

imposing authority must "be put in its place, in order to

save the state; that there is nothing truly imposing but

military glory. The Directory could then only be succeed-

ed by me, or by a state of anarchy. The choice of France

was not doubtful. On this head public opinion enlightened

my own*

I proposed to supply the place of the Directory by a

consulship; bo far was I from conceiving the idea of assuming

the sovereign power. The republicans proposed to elect two

consuls; I demanded a third, because I did not choose an equal.

The first place in this triumvirate was justly my due; it was

all I aimed at.

My proposal was received by the republicans with dis-

trust. They already perceived a dictator among the trium-
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viri ; they comlDined against me. Even the presence of Sieyes

could not pacify them. He had taken upon him to draw up a

constitution; but the Jacobins felt more terror at my sword

than confidence in the pen of their old Ahbe.

All parties were now ranged under two banners: on one

side were the republicans who opposed my elevation, and on

the other all Prance demanding it. It was therefore inev-

itable at that period, because the majority always ends by

succeeding. The first had established their head-quarters

in the counsel of Five Hundred; they made a resolute defence;

we were obliged to win the battle of St. Cloud to bring about

this revolution. At one time I thought it would have been

carried by acclamation.

The wishes of the public had given me the first place

in the state: the resistance they had met with did not alarm

me, because it proceeded from persons blasted in the opinion

of that public. The royalists had not appeared; they had

beeii taken by surprise. The body of the people had confi-

dence in me, because they knew that the revolution could not

have better security than mine. I derived my strength sole-

ly from being at the head of the interests created by that

revolution, since, had I forced it backwards, I should have

come upon the ground of the Bourbons.

It was important that all should be new in the nature

of my power, in order that all kinds of ambition might find
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their aliment. But there was nothing definedm it, and

that was its defect.

By the constitution I was only the first magistrate of

the republic; hut my staff of office was a sword. My con-

stitutional rights, and the ascendency given me hy my char-

acter and actions, were incompatible. The public felt as

well as I did that this could not last, and every one took

measures accordingly.

I found more courtiers than I wanted; they formed a

train: and I was not at all in pain about the progress of

my authority, but very much so as to the material situation

of France.

We had allowed ourselves to be beaten: the Austrians

had recovered Italy, and overturned my labours. We had

no army to employ offensively; there was not a sous in

the exchequer, and no means of supplying it. The conscrip-

tion only went on as it pleased the country mayors. Sieyes

had drawn up an inefficient and wordy constitution. All

that constitutes the strength of a state was annihilated;

the weak parts only remained.

Porced by circumstances, I thought it right to demand

peace. I could then do it in good earnest, because it would

have made my fortune: later, it would have been disgraceful,

Mr. Pitt refused it, and never did statesman commit so

great a blunder; for that was the only opening for the allies

to make it with safety: Prance, by demanding peace, acknowl-
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ed.rred. tliat she was conquerec?. ;
and nations may ri'^e from

every reverse if they do not consent to their own dis-

grace.

Mr. Pitt refused it. He saved me from committing a

great error, and he extended the empire of the Revolution

over all Europe an empire that even my fall has not been

able to destroy. Had he then, left it to itself, it would

have "been confined to Prance.

Thus I was forced to go to war. Massena defended

himself in Genoa; hut the armies of the Republic no long-

er dared to cross either the Rhine or the Alps. We must

return to Italy, we must return to Germany, before we could

a second time dictate the terms of peace to Austria. ---Such

was my plan; but I had neither soldiers, ordnance, nor small

arms .

I called out the conscripts;---! set armourers to work;

1 roused the sentime-'^ts of that national honour, which is

never ino>'^e th-rri lulled in the breast of a S'renchman. I as-

sembled an army: half of it still wore the clothing of the

peasantry. Europe laughed at my soldiers; but she paid

dearly for her momentary mirth.

However, it was impossible openly zo take the field

with such an army. But at least it was feasible to surprise

the enemy, and take advantage of that surprise. General

Suchet drew him on towards the defiles of Nice; Massena
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protracted the defence of Genoa from day to day. I set

out; 1 advanced towards the Alps; my presence, the

grandeur of the enterprize, animated the soldiers. They

had no shoes, hut they marched as if each belonged to the

van-guard .

At r.o time in mj life did I ever feel such a senti-

*

ment as that, with which I entered the defiles of the Alps.

The mountain echoes resounded with the shouts of the army.

They announced an uncertain "but probable victory. I was

re-entering Italy the theatre of my first campaign. My

cannon slcwly climbed the rocks. My first grenadiers

reached the summit of -the St. Bernard. They threw up

their hats, decorated with red feathers, into the air,

and shouted for joy. The Alps were crossed, and we

poured down like a torrent.

General L'Asne commanded the advanced guard. He

seized Ivree, Verceil, Pavia, and secured the passage of

the Po. The whole army crossed it without interruption.

Soldiers and generals were young alike at that time.

We had our fortune to make. We made light of fatigue,

still lighter of darger. We were careless of every thing,

but of that glory which, is only to be obtained on- the field

of battle.

At the news of my arrival, the Austrians manoeuvred

upon Alexandria. Crowded up in that town, at the moment
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I appeared before its walls, their columns spread themselves

in front of the Bormida. I attacked them. Their artillery

v/as superior tc mine; it disordered our young battalions;

they gave ground. The line was kept only by two battali-

ons of the guards and the forty-fifth. But I expected some

corps that were marching in file. Dessaix's division ar-

rived; the line rallied. Dessaix formed his column of at-

tack, he carried the village of Marengo, upon which the cen-

tre of the enemy was posted. But that great general was

killed at the very moment in which he had decided an immor-

tal victory.

The enemy sought shelter under the walls of Alexandria.

The bridges were too narrow for theiE to pass; a dreadful confu-

sion ensued; we took bodies of artillery, and whole battalions.

Crowded up beyond the Tanaro
,
without communication, without

retreat, threatened on the rear by Messena and Suchet, with

a victorious, army in front, the Austrians submitted. Melas

begged to capitulate it W8.s unheard of in tHe annals of

war. The whole of Italy was restored to me, and the con-

quered army laid dovm their arms at the feet of our conscripts.

This day was the brightest of my life, for it was one of

the brightest for Prance. All was changed for her; she was

soon to enjoy a peace which she had conquered. She lay

down to rest like a lion. She must be happy, for she was

great .
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Paction was at rest; it was dazzled into silence. La

Vendee was calmer; the Jacobins were forced to thank me for

the Tictory, for it turned to their account. I had no riv-

als.

Common danger and puhlic enthusiasm had forced every

party to join for the moment. Security divided them. Wher-

ever there is not an incontestahle centre of power men will

he found who will hope to incline it towards themselves. It

is what happened to mine. My authority was only that of a

temporary magistracy; it was therefore not unalterable. Who-

ever had vanity, and believed himself possessed of talent,

began a campaign against me. The tribune became the cita-

del whence they began their attack, under the name of the

executive power.

If I had yielded to their declamations, it had been

all over with the state. It had too many enemies to ven-

ture to divide its forces, or to lose time in words. The

recent trial was a tolerably rude proof, but it had not suf-

ficed to silence those, who will always prefer the interest

of their private vanity to that of their country. They

amused themselves, in order to gain popularity, with re-

sisting the taxes, abusing the government, and hampering its

proceedings, as well as keeping back the recruits for the

army.

Had this continued, we should have fallen a prey to the

enemy in ten days. We were not yet strong enough to hazard
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it. My power was too new to "be invulnerable. The consul-

ate would have faded like the directory, if I had rot destroyed

the opposition by a stroke of policy. I deposed the factious

tribunes. The world of Paris called this to eliminate them;

the word made its fortune*.

This trifling event, which is now assuredly forgotten,

changed the constitution of Prance, both internally and with

regard to Europe. The enemies of the revolution, both with-

in and without, were toe violent not to force her to adopt

the form of a. dictatorship, as erery other republic has done

m moments of danger. Balanced powers r»an only answer in

peaceful times. They were obliged to increase mine on the

contrary every time it appeared in danger, in order to pre-

vent a relapse.

I should, perhaps, have done better, had I frankly in-

-'isted on the dictatorship at once, since I was accused of

aspiring to it. Every one would have been a judge of what

they called my ambition: I believe it would have beer, better;

for monsters appear greater at a distance than close by. The

dictatorship would have had the advantage of leaving nothing

to guess of for the future; of leaving opinion undivided, and

of intimidating the enemy by shewing the resolution of Prance.

* This is an awkward arid periphrastic translation, but
the real English expel, or in the other sense
warn-out, would never do: the word had till then,
even in Prance, been rarely used and the run that
it had was but for a time.
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But I perceived that this high authority was placed, as

of itself, in my hands. I h^d no occasion to receive it of-

ficially. I exercised it in fact, if not by right, and it

was suffi 'lent to survive the crisis, and to save France

and the revolution.

My task then was to terminate the revolution, by giv-

ing it a lawful character, that it might be acknowledged

and legitimated by the commonwealth of Europe.

All revolutions have undergone the same conflicts.

Ours could not expect to be exempt from them; but she might

claim in her turn her right of citizenship in that common-

wealth.

I knew that before we proposed it, our principles isust

be fixed; our legislation agreed upon, and our excesses re-

pressed. I believed myself strong enough to succeed, and

I was not mistaken.

The principle of the revolution was the abolition of

castes, or in other words equality. I respected it. The

office of Legislation is to regulate principles. In this

spirit I made laws. Excesses had shewn themselves in the

existeno.e of factions. I did not notice them, and they

disappeared. They had shewn themselves in the destruc-

tion of religious worship; I re-established it. In the

existence of emigrants; I recalled them. In the general

disorder of a^dminis "ration; I reformed it. In the ruin

of the fi>^ance; I restored it. In the want of an author-
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ity competent to govern France; I gave her that authority

by taking into my own hands the reins of government.

Pew men have done so much as I did then in so short

a time. History will one day record what France was at

my accession, and what she was when she gave laws to Eu-

rope •

I had no occasion to employ arbitrary power to ac-

complish these stupendous works. Probably it would not

have been refused mei but I would not have accepted it,

because I have always detested whatever is arbitrary. I

loved good order and laws. I made many, and I made them

severe and precise, but just; because a law which permits

no exception is always just. I caused them to be rigor-

ously observed, for such is the duty of the throne, but I re-

spected them. They will survive me: and that will reward

my labours.

All seemed to prosper. The state revived; good order

began to re-appear. I devoted myself ardently to the work,

but I felt that there was something wanting in the system

that is to say, a definitive.

However strong my desire might be to give the revolu-

tion a permanent establishment, I clearly saw that I should

have to overcome great obstacles before I succeeded: for

there was a necessary antipathy between the old and new

systems They formed two masses whose interests were pre-
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cisely in an inverse ratio. All the governments which

still subsisted by virtue of the ancient law of nations

:--aw themselves exposed by the principle- of the revolu-

tion, which itsel^' had no security but in treating with

tne enemy, "-r destroying him if he refused to acknowledge

it.

This st'-uggle was to decide, as by a last appeal, on the

renewal of the social order of Europe. I was at the heaa of

the g^eat faction which would fain have ciestroyea the system .

on which the worll had gon- or- sinne the time of the Romans.

A- such I wari sr-t up as a mark for the hatred of all who were

inte^'ested in preservii-g their G-othic rust. A less decided

character than mine might have temporised, and left a part

at least of this question to be disposed of by time.

But as soon as I had sounded the two factions to the

very botton as soon as I had perceived that they really

divided the world as at the time of the reformation, I ur:-

derstood that there could be no compact between them, because

their interests clashed too much. I understood that the more

the crisis was shortened the better for the people. It was

therefore absolutely necessary that we should have the half

plus 'vne of Europe in order to incline the balance in our fa-

vour. 1 could only command this preponderance by the right of

the strong- st, because it xs the only one acknowledged between

nations. It was therefore also recessary to become the strong-

est; for I was
,
not only called to govern Prance, but to subdue
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the world, before her; otherwise she would have been crushed by

the world.

I never bad a choice in the course I pursued, for it

was always o'^mmanderl by events; because our danger was im-

minent: and the 51st Mamh proved how far it was to be dread-

ed, and how impossible it was to teach the old and new sys-

tems to abide together in peace.

It was then easy to foresee that as long as there should

be a parity of force between the two, there would be war, op-

en, or disguised. Any peace that might be signed would be

but to gain a breathing-time. !B*rance then, as the head -quar-

ters of the revolution, was bound to hold herself in readiness

to rssist the tempest. For this purpose it was requisite that

there should be unity in the governnient, to ensure strength;

union in the nation, to produce a common aim; and confidence

in the people, that they might consent to the sacrifices ne-

cessarj'' to ensure victory.

But every thing was precarious m the consular system,

because nothing was in its proper sphere. There was a nom-

inal republic, a real sovereignty; a feeble representation of

the people, a strong executive power; obedient authority, and

a preponderating army.

ISFothing can go on well in a political system where words

and things are at variance. Government debases itself by the

continual fictions it must use: it falls into that kind of con-
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tempt which is felt for falsehood, ber^ause whatever is false

is weak. The time is past for finessing in politics: the

people are too v;ell informed: the gazettes disclose too much.

There is but one secret for governing the world; it is. Be

strong: in strength there can be neither error nor deception:

it is truth naked.

I felt the weakness of my situation the absurdity of

my consulate. Something solid was required as rallying point

for the revolution. I was named consul for life. It was a

life-rent of superiority; irsufficient in itself, because it

fixed some future date, and nothing ruins confidence like the

certainty of a change. But it answered for the time for which

it was adopted.

I tried to recover San Domingo; I had good reasons for

r.he attempt. France was too much hated by the allies to

dare to remain inactive during the peace: she was forced to

maintain her strength; and it was necessary to give some scope

to idle curiosity. The army required to be kept constantly

in motion to prevent it from falling off: besides, I was glad

to try our sea forces.

For the rest, the expedition was ill conducted: wherever

I was not present things went wrong. But it was much the

same; it was easy to preceive that the English ministry was

about to break the truce, and if we had subdued San Domingo,

it would have been for them.



I :
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Every daj^ augmented ity security; when the- event of the

3d ITivose shewed me that I was upon a volcano. That conspi-

racy wa« unforeseen; it was the only one with which the po-

lice had not Deen "beforehand. There were no confidents in

the business, and for that reason it succeeded.

I escaped by miranle: the interest shewn for me made up

amply for the danger. The time of the conspiracy was ill

chosen: nothing was ready for the Bourbons in France.

The guilty were sought for. I can say with truth

that I accused only the mob-patriots*; for whenever a crime

was committed, every one was disposed to give them the hon-

our of it. I was very much astonished when the result of

the enquiries proved, that the good people of Rue St, Ni-

caise were obliged to the royalists for blowing them up.

I fancied the royalists had been good people, because

they accused us of not being soj and I believed them incapa-

ble of the boldness and the vlllany that such a scheme re-

quired. In fact, the project was that of a few who robbed

stage coaches; a set that v/as talked of and flattered, but

little respected by the party.

Thus the royalists, who had been quite forgotten since

the pacification of La Vendee, re-appeared on the political

horizon: it was a natural consequence of the increase of my

Brutus du Coin, literally, Brutuses of the Mmories.
The closest parallel would have been the patriots
of Spafields. T.
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authority. I was "bu'lding up royalty; it was poaching up-

on their grounds.

They neYer perceived that my monarchy had nothing to

do with theirs; mine was all in fact; theirs in right: theirs

was founded on custom; mine did without: it went along with

the genius of the age; their-^ struggled to fetter it.

The republicans were alarmed at the height to which cir-

cumstances had raised me. They dreaded the use I was to make

of my power; they trepjhled lest I should re-estahlish an old-

fasf'ioneci royalty by the assistance of my army. The royal-

ists k^pt up T^hese reports, and delighted to represent me as

apeing their ancient raonarchs: other royalists more adroitly

spread abroad that I had fallen In love with the character of

Monk, and t'^at I had taken the pains to restore power, only to

make a present of it to the Bourbons, when it should be worthy

of their acceptance.

Weak minds, who could not fathom my strength, believed

these reports. They supported the royalists, and abiised me

to the people, and in the army, for they began to doubt my

attachment to their cause. 1 could not allow such an opin-

ion to gain ground, because it tended to disunite us.

It was necessary to undeceive France, the royalists,

and Europe, at any price, that they might know what to trust

to. A persecution in detail against words can produce no

other than bad effects, because it does not strike at the

root of the evil. Besides, it is become impossible in this
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age of pu"blic appeal, when the exile of a- woman disturbed all

France .

Unfortunately for me, there happened at this very deci-

sive pnoraent one of those v-^hances which destroy the best res-

olutions. The police discovered some little royalist plots,

the source of which was beyond the Rhine; an august personage

was implicated m them. All the circumstances squared in an

incredible way with those which led me to strike a decided po-

litical blow. The death of the Due d'Snghien would put the

qu.estion that agitated Prance at rest. It would decide irre-

vocably as to me. I gave orders for it.

A man of great judgement, and who ought to laiow something

of ther'e matters, said of this raurde2^, that it was more than

a crime, that it was a fault. Begging pardon of that per-

sonage, it was a crime, and it was not a fault. I know well

the value of words. The crime of the unfortunate prince was

confined to a few miserable intrigues in concert with some

dowager baronesses at Strasbourg. lie was playing his game.

His intrigues were watched, and could neither affect my safe-

ty nor that of Prance. He perished, the victim of policy,

and an unheard-of concatenation of circumstances.

His death was not a fault, because all the consequences

I foresaw came to pass.

The war with England was renewed, because it is impossi-

ble for that country to remain long at peace. The territory

of England is become too small for its population. She re-
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quires a monopoly of the four quarters of the globe to ena-

TdIg her to exist. War procures this monopoly, "because it

giires England the right of destruction at sea. It is her

safeguard.

The war was languid for want of ground to fight on.

England was obliged to hire some on the continent, hut the

harvest required time to grow. Austria had received such

severe lessons, that the ministers dared not propose war so

soon, however willing they might be to earn their money.

Prussia was thriving in her neutrality. Russia had made

a fatal trial of war in Switzerland. Italy and Spain had

entered with but little reservation into my system. The

continent was at a stand.

For want of better I set about a project for invading

England. I never thought of realizing it, for it would have

failed: not that the actual landing would have been impossible,

but a retreat would have been so. There is not a single Eng-

lishman who would not have taken up arms to save the honour of

his country; and the French army, left without help to their

mercy, would have perished or surrendered. I made such a tri-

al m Egypt indeed, but in London the stake was too deep.

As threats cost nothing, since I had nothing to do with

my troops, it was as well to keep them in garrison on the coast

as elsewhere. This demonstration obliged England to adopt a

ruinous system of defence. It was so much gained.
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In revenge, however, there was a conspirac3'- formed

against me. I may give the honour of this to the emigrant

princes, for it v/as truly royal. They had set en foot an

army of conspirators, and accordingly we had notice of it

within twenty- four hours; so safe were the confidents.

However, as I resolved to punish men who sought to

overturn the state (which is contrary to all laws divine

and human) I was obliged to wait till undeniable proofs

were collected before I arrested them,

Pichegru was at the head of these machinations. This

man, who had more bravery than talent, wanted to act the

part of Monk; he was cut out for it.

These schemes gave me little uneasiness, because I knew

their aim, and that public opinion did not 'favour them. Thongk

the royalists had assassinated me, they would not have been a

whit nearer the mark. There is a time for all things.

I soon learnt that Moreau was implicated in the plot, and

this was a delicate affair to handle, because his popularity

was tremendous. It was clear that he must be gained. His

reputation was too high for us to remain good neighbors. I

could not be all while he was nothing. It was convenient to

find a decent pretext for separating. He furnished it.

It was currently said that I was jealous of him: there

was but little truth in this; but he was very jealous o'f me,

and with reason. I esteemed him, because he was a good sol-
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dier. His friends were all those who hated me; that is to

say, a great many. They would have made a hero of him, had

he "been put to death. I resolved to shew him as he was a

man of no character. I succeeded; absence was fatal to him;

his friends forgot him, and nobody else ever cared more about

him.

Less delicacy was required with regard to the other crim-

inals. They were old hackneyed conspirators, of whom it was

important to purge France for ever. We succeeded, for from

that time they never re -appeared.

I was overwhelmed with petitions. All the woman and

children in Paris were in commotion. Every body's pardon

was sued for. I had the wealrness to send a few of the crim-

inals to the state prisons, instead of allowing justice to

take its course.

I even now regret this kind of indulgence, because in a

sovereign it is nothing more than a culpable weakness. He has

but one duty to fulfil towards the state, that of enforcing

the laws. Every compromise with crime becomes a crime in the

crown. The prerogative of mercy ought never to be exerted

in favour of the guilty; it should be reserved for those un-

fortunate persons who are absolved by conscience, though con-

demned by law.

Pichegru 7/as found strangled in his bed. Of course it

was said to be by my orders. I was totally ignorant con-
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cerning the matter. I cannot perceive what interest I could

have had in anticipating his pulalie execution. He was not

better than the others; and I had a trihimal to judge him,

and soldiers to shoot him. I never did a useless act in my

life.

My authority increased because it had loeen threatened.

Hothing in Prajice was prepared for a counter-revolution. The

public regarded the intrigues of the royalists as only calcu-

lated to bring on the horror of civil war and anarchy. The

people wished at any price to avert these evils, and rallied

round me, because I promised to defend them. 5'rance sought

repose under the shelter of my sword. The public voice

(history ?/ill not contradict me), the public voice called

me to the throne of Prance.

The republican form of government could no longer exist,

because ancient monarchies will not be converted into repub-

lics. The desire of France was national greatness. To raise

and sustain the edifice of national greatness, it was requi-

site to destroy faction, to consolidate the labours of the

revolutioi], and to fix irrevocably the limits of the state,

I alone promised France to fulfil these conditions. France

called me to reign over her.

I could not become a kingj the title was worn out; it

excited definite and preconceived ideas; but it was import-

ant that my title, like the nature of my power, should be
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new. I was not the heir of the BourlDons. No oommon man

could venture to sit on their throne. I took the name of

Emperor "because it was greater, and less defined.

Never was revolution so peaceable as that which over-

turned the republic for which so much blood had "been shed.

It v/as because the thing was still the same; the name alone

was changed. On these grounis the republicans did not

dread the empire.

Besides, such revolutions as do not interfer-a with the

inter-^sts of individuals are always peaceable.

The revolution was at length accomplished. It became

inexpugnable under a permanent dynasty. The republic had

only satisfied opinion; the empire guaranteed private inter-

est as well as public opinion.

These interests were those of an immense majority, be-

cause the empire confirmed equality. Democracy, both in

fact and in right, existed. Liberty alone had been restrict-

ed, because it is worse than useless in moments of danger.

But liberty is of no use to any but the enlightened part of

a nation; equality is valuable to all. Hence my power re-

mained popular even amidst the reverses that overwhelmed

l^anco.

My authority did not rest, like that of the old monar-

chies, upon a scaffolding of castes and subordinate ranks;

it was immediate and self-dependant; for the empire consist-
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ed only of the nation and me. But in that nation all were

equally called to the exercise of public functions. The

point of departure was no obstacle. A disposition up-

wards was universal in the state, and in this disposition

consisted my strength,

I did not invent this system; it arose out of the ru-

ins of the Bastlle. It is the result of the moral civil-

ization whi«^h time has wrought in Europe; all attempts to

destroy it will he vain: it will he maintained by the nat-

ure of things, because practice will always ultimately be

found to conform to power. Kow power was taken out of the

hands of the nobility from the moment they had permitted

the third estate to carry arms, from the moment they had

declined serving as the sole militia of the state.

Power had abandoned the clergy from the time when,

by beginning to reason, the people had become virtually

Protestants. Power had abandoned government precisely

because the nobility and clergy was disabled from ful-

filling their offices, that is to say, because they could

no longer support the throne. Routine and prejudice had

also lost their power, because routine and prejudice had

"oeen ur^masked before the people*

The social compact was dissolved long before the rev-

olution, because things and words had ceased to coincide.

The downfal of prejudice had laid bare the sources of
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power; its weakness was discovered; it fell on the first

assault.

Authority was therefore to be built up again upon a new

plan. The whole train of habits and prejudices were to be

passed over: that mental blindrjess, called faith, was to be

of no avail. There were no inherited rights, but every thing

was to rest upon fact that Is, power.

Thus I did not mount the throne like the heir of an an-

cient djTiasty, to sit there luxuriously under the shadow of

habit and illusion: but I placed myself there to execute the

institutions willed by the people; to wield the law under the

sanction of moral right; and to render Prance formidable, in

order to maintain her independence.

The opportunity was soon afforded. England was tired

of seeing my troops upon the coast. She resolved to get rid

of them, and, piirse in hand, she sought allies on the conti-

nent. She could not fail to find them.

The ancient dynasties were appalled at seeing me on the

throne. Whatever civilities might pass between us, it was

too clear that I was not one of them; for I reigned by vir-

tue of a system which must break down the altar time had con-

secrated to them, I was of myself a revolution. The em-

pire was not less dreadful to them than the republic: in fact

they feared it more for it was more healthy.

It was policy to attack me as soon as possible, before
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I attained to my full strength.

The chances of the struggle about to take place were of

the last importance to me. I was to learn the very measure

of the hatred I inspired. I was to learn which were the sov-

ereigns whom fear would force to fall in with the system of

the empire, and which of them would perish rather than tam-

per with it.

This struggle could not but lead to new political com-

binations in Europe. I was to fall, or to become its mas-

tdr.

I had just annexed Piedmont to France, be^^ause it was

necessary that Lombardy should be dependant on the empire.

The cry was raised against simbition; the lists were prepared

for the fight; the act of annexation was the signal for it.

The battle could not fail of being obstinate. The Aus-

trians assembled all their forces, and the Russians were de-

termined to join with all theirs.

The young Alexander had just ascended the throne: as

children like to do the contrary of what their fathers have

done, ne declared war against me, because his father had made

peace. For we had as yet no quarrel with the Russians; but

the women and th- courtiers had settled the matter. They

thought they were only acting m good taste, because I was

not the fashion in the great world; while, unconsciously,

they were laying the foundations of the system to which Rus-
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sia will one day owe her greatness.

Tlie coalition never opened a campaign more awkwardly.

The Austrians fancied they could take me "by surprise, "but their

scheme was unsucessful.

They overran Bavaria without waiting for the Russians; by

forced marches they reached the Ehine. My columns had quitted

the camp of Boulogne; they were marching through France; we

crossed the Rhine at Strasbourg. My advanced guard met the

Austrians at Ulm, and routed them. I marched upon Vienna

"by the high road; I entered it without an obstacle. An Aus-

trian general had forgotten 'to destroy the bridges over the

Danube, I crossed the river; I should have done so at all

events, but I was the sooner in Moravia.

The Russians were but just coming up: the wreck of the

Austrians sought safety under their banners. The enemy at—

temped to make a stand at Austerlitz, he was beaten. The

Russians retired in good order, and left me the empire of

Austria.

The Emperor Francis demaiided an interview; I granted him

one in a ditch. He sued for peace I gave it him; for what

could I have made of his dominions? They were not moulded for

the revolution. But, to weaken him, I demanded Venice for Lom-

bardy, and the Tyrol for Bavaria, that I might reward my friends

at the expense of my enemies, it was the least I could do,.

It was, however, not a time to dispute; peace v/as signed.
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I proposed the same terms to the Ruf'sians: Alexander refused

thsin*

This was nohle: for "by accepting peace he would have

accepted the humiliation of Austria.

By refusing he shewed firmness under calamity, and

confidence in fortune. The refusal itself taught me that

the fate of the world would depend on us two.

The campaign was renewed: I followed the Russians in

their ret'^eat. A new theatre opened itself to our arras.

I was going to see the old ground of anarchy and of liber-

ty bent under the yoke of a stranger: the Poles only wait-

ed my arrival in order to throw It off.

The greatest error 1 committed during my reign was ne-

glecting the advantages I might have derived from the Poles.

Nevertheless I perceived the importance of restoring Poland,

that it might "be a harrier against Russia, and counter-bal-

ance Austria; but circumstances were not at that time fav-

ourable for realising such a plan.

Besides, the Poles did not appear to me fit for my de-

signs. They are an enthusiastic but frivolous people. They

do every thing from fancy nothing from design: their en-

thusiasm is strong, but they car. neither regulate nor pro-

long it. The nation bears about its ruin in its character.

Perhaps by giving the Poles a plan, a system, a fixed

object, they might have formed themselves in time.
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Although my disposition was not to do things "by halves,

I did no more in Poland, ---and I repented it. I advanced in

the midst of winter towards the north; the climate did not

at all alarm the soldiers; their moral state was excellent.

I had to fight an army, master of its own ground, and in its

own climate. It awaited me on the frontiers of Russia; I

pursued it there, that my troops might not languish and waste

in wretched cantonments. I met the enemy at Eylau: the af-

fair was bloody and indecisive.

If the Russians had attacked us the next day, we should

have heen heaten; "but happily their generals are seldom in-

spired. They gave me time to attack them at Priedland,

victory was less douhtful. Alexander had defended himself

valiantly, he proposed peace. It was honourable to "both

nations, for they had struggled with equal bravery. Peace ^

was signed at Tilsit; it was in the spirit of good faith: I

attest the Czar himself.

Such was the issue of the first efforts of the coalition

against the empire I had just founded. It raised the glory

of our arms, bat it left the question undecided between Eu-

rope and me, for our enemies had only been hurcbled; they were

neither destroyed nor changed. We were at the point whence

we set out; and when I signed the articles of peace, I fore-

saw a new war.-

War was inevitable as long as the chances brought about
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no new combinations, and as long as England should have a per-

sonal interest in prolonging it.

But it was important to make use of the temporary tran-

quillity I had restored on the continent, to enlarge the "bas-

is of my empire, that it might be possessed of sufficient sol-

idity to resist a future attack. The throne was hereditary

in my family, which thus began a new dynasty, that time, which

has legitimated so many others, might consecrate. From the

days of Charlemagne no crown had been bestowed with equal sol-

emnity. I had received it with the consent of the people and

the sanction of the church: my family, called to the throne,

could not remain mingled among the ordinary classes of socie-

ty it would have been an incongruity.

1 was rich in conquests. It was requisite to unite these

states intimately with the system of the empire, in order to

increase its preponderance. There are no bonds between na-

tions but those of common interest. Therefore a community of

interests between us and the conquered countries was absolute-

ly necessary. To accomplish this end, I had only to assimi-

late their ancient social constitution to ours, and to place

at the head of these new institutions rulers interested in

keeping them up.

I answered these purposes by placing my family on the

vacant thrones.
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LomlDardy was ihe most important cf these states, be-

cause the house of Austria must for ever regret it, and it

was too near to do forgotten. I did not choose to do it

the favour of placivsg one of mj "brothers on its throne. I

alone was ahle to hear the iron cro'^mi, and I put it upon my

head.

By this measure I gave confidence to the Lombards, for

"by it I took their affairs into my own hands.

The new state received the name of the kingdom of Italy,

hecause the title was greater, and spoke more directly to the

imagination of the Italians.

The throne of Naples was vacant. Queen Caroline, after

having deluged the streets of Uaples with hlood, ani given up

the kingdom to the English, had been driven out a second time.

That unhappy country needed a master to save it from anarchy

and from the effects of revenge. One of my "brothers ascend-

ed the throne.

Holland had long lost the energy which constitutes a re-

public. She had no longer sufficient strength to play the

part. There had been proofs of this, at the time cf the in-

vasion in 99. I had no reason to suspect that the Prince of

Orange was regretted, from the marmer in which he had been

treated. Holland, then, seemed to need a sovereign. I gave

her another of my brothers.

The youngest was young enough to wait. The fourth had
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no desire for a crown: he had fled to avoid one.

Uo republic remained but Switzerland. It was not v/orth

while to change the form to which its people v;ere accustomed*

T^te only use 1 made of my authority in that country was to

prevent their cutting each other's throats. They were not

particularly grateful.

But while thus forming states in alliance with i'rance,

and dependant on the empire, it "became necessary to incorpo-

rate with the mother country other portions of territory, in

order to preserve its preponderance in the system.

For this reason I joined Piedmont to 5'rance, and not to

Italy. I also added to it Genoa and Parma. These additions

were worthless in themselves, for I might have made good Ital-

ians of these people; they became but sorry Frenchmen. But

the empire did not consist of France alone, but of the family

estates, and of foreign allies. It was essential to keep a

certain proportion between these elements. Every new alli-

ance required a ne'^ annexation. At every step the people

raised the cry of ambition. But my ambition did not con-

sist in wishing for a few square leagues, more or less, of

land, but in the triumph of my cause.

Now this cause consisted not solely in opinion, but in

the weight that either party could place in the balance, and

these sqiiare leagues were of consequence in the scale, be-

cause the world is made up of such.
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Thus I augmented the mass of power that I set in motion.

It required neither talent nor address to bring ahout these

changes. An act of my will sufficed; for these nations

were too petty to have one of their own when I appeared.

They depended on the momentum given to the aggregate of

the imperial system. The radiating point of that system

was France.

My work required consolidation "by giving France new

institutions conformahle to the new social order she had

adopted. The age was to "be created anew for me, as I had

"been for it.

I had to hecome a legislator, after having "been a war-

rior.

It was not possible to make the revolution retrace its

steps; for that would have "been making the strong submit anew

to the weak, which is unnatural. I had, therefore, to seize

the spirit of the times, and to form an analogous system of

legislation. I think I succeeded the system will survive

me; and I have left Europe an inheritance which she can never

now alienate.

There was in fact nothing in the state but a huge demo-

cracy, swayed by a dictator. This kind of governrcent is con-

venient as to the executive part; but its nature is temporary,

because power is but a life rent in the hands of a dictator.

I sought to make it perpetual, by lasting institutions and
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corporations for life, that I might place them between the

throne and the democracy. I could do nothing with the old

implements of custom and delusion. 1 was obliged to create

every thing anev/ by realities.

Thus I was forced to found my legislature upon the im-

mediate interests of the majority, and to create my corpora-

tions by that interest, because Interest is of all earthly

things the most real and durable.

I made laws, the activity of which was stupendous, but

uniform. Their principle was to maintain -equality. This

is so strongly impressed upon my code, that it of itself will

suffice to preserve it.

I instituted an intermediate caste. It was democrati-

cal, because it was open always and to all; it was monarchi-

cal, because it could not die out.

This body was to perform that part in the new system

which the nobility had acted in the old; that is, to ^up-

port the throne. But it resembled i,t in nothing. Tlie

old nobility existed entirely by privilege. Mine had noth-

ing but power. The old nobility had no merit but that of

being exclusive. Every man who had distinguished himself

had a right to belong to the new: it was in fact only a civic

crown. The people attached no other idea to it. Every

member had deserved it by his actions; every man might ob-

tain it at the same price; it was offensive to none.
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The spirit of empire was the main spring of action;

it is the characteristic of revolutions. It agitated the

whole nation. It appeared almost in a state of conspiracy,

that it might rise, I held out great rewards to this ex—

traordinai^ activity; they v/ere bestowed hy public grati-

tude. The highest honours were still conformable to the

spirit of equality; for the meanest soldier might obtain

them by a brilliant action.

After the confusion of the republic, it was of con-

sequence to re-establish good order, because it is the

sign of strength and durability.

Ministers and judges were essential to the state,

because on them alone the maintenance of good order, that

is, in other words, the execution of the laws depend. I

included them in the movements of the people and the army.

I included them also in the same system of rewards. I

erected an order which should confer distinction upon min-

isters; because it had received the brevet of honour from

the soldiers. I made it common to all the servants of

the public, because the first of virtues is devotion to

one's country.

Thus I converted the spring of empire into a general

bond; which united all the classes in the nation by a mu-

tual interest; for no class was subordinate, no class was

exclusive. An intermediate body, culled from the flower
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of the nation, formed around me. It was attached to the

imperial system ty its aTOcations, its interests, and its

opinions. This numerous "body, although invested with the

ciTil and military power, was acknowledged by the people,

because it was chosen from among themselTes. They con-

fided in it, because their interests were the same with

its own. This body was neither oppressive nor exclusive.

It was in reality a magistracy.

The empire rested on a vigorous organization. The

army had been formed in the school of war, where it had

learned to fight and to suffer.

The civil magistrates had accustomed themselves to a

strict execution of the laws, because I forbad either com-

promise or explanation. Thus they became possessed of prac-

tice and dispatch. I had given a regular and uniform impulse,

because there was but one watch-word throughout the empire.

Thus every spring in the machine was in motion, but the move-

ments took place only within the bounds 1 had assigned.

I put a stop to public dilapidation by making one cen-

tral point for all exchequer business. I left nothing vague

in this department; because every thing should be clear with

regard to money. I left nothing in the power of the demi-

responsible provincial officers, because I had found, by ex-

perience, that such a plan serves only to enrich a few petty

peculators at the expense of the treasury, the people, and
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the government.

I redeemed pu"blic credit ty taking nothing on credit.

For the system of loans, which had ruined France, I

substitute 1 that of taxation, which has supported it.

I organised the conscription a severe hut grand law,

and well worthy of a people which cherishes its glory and

its liherty, for it should entrust its defence to none "but

itself.

I opened new channels cf commerce. I joined Italy to

France by cutting through the Alps in four different places.

The worlcs of that kind, which I undertook, appear almost im-

possible.

I caused agriculture to prosper by maintaining the laws

which protect private property, and by distributirg the pub-

lic burdens equally.

I added great monumentB to those already possessed by

France. They were to be the memorials of its glory. I

thought they would_ ennoble the minds of our descendants.

The people became attached to these proud land-marks of

their history.

My throne shone only with the lustre of arms. The

French love grandeur even in its outward show. I caused

palaces to be decorated. I assembled a numerous court: I

gave it a character of austerity, for any other would have

been incongruous. There v/ere no amusements at my court.
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Therefore women played "but an innignificant part, where

every thing was consecrated to the state. Indeed they

always detested me for that reason. Louis XV. suited

them much "better.

My great work was hardly sketched out when a new enemy

appeared unexpectedly in the lists.

Prussia had remained at peace for ten years; Prance had

"been grateful for it; the allies ?;ere enraged at it; they had

ahused her, hut she had prospered.

Her neutrality had "been of peculiar importance to me

during the last campaign; to secure it I had made some over-

tures re spec ring a cession of Hanover. I thought such an

offer amply compensated for a small violation of territory

which I had permitted m^'^self , in order to accelerate the

march of a division which I was in haste to get to the Dan-

ube*

England had rejected the proposals for peace which we

had transmitted to her according to our custom, when we

signed the treaty of Tilsit. Prussia demanded the ces-

sion of Hanover.

I asked no better than to "bestow such a "boon upon her;

"but I thought it high time for her court to declare itself

frankly for us, by embracing our system in good earnest.

We co>'ld not do every thing by the sword; policy owed us

some allies; and this appeared a fair opportunity for gain-
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ing one.

But I perceived that Prussia had no such intentions,

and that she thought I was amply repaid "by her neutrality.

It therefore "became absurd to aggrandise a country I could

not depend upon, I was out of humour; and did not calculate

sufficiently that, hy giving territory to Prussia, I should

compromise her, that is, make sure of her. I refused every

thing, and Hanover was otherwise disposed of.

The Prussians complained loudly "because I would not give

them the property of another. They murmured at the slight

violation of their territory the preceding year. They sud-

denly found out that they were the guardians of the glory of

Frederick the Great; they grew warm. A sort of national tu-

mult agitated the nobility; England hastened to subsidize

them, and their movements acquired consistency.

If the Prussians had attacked me while I was at war

with Russia, they might have done me a serious injury; "but

it was so a"bsurd to come, right or wrong, and declare war

against us, more in the manner of a school-'boy ' s rebellion

than any thing else, that it was some time before I could

credit it.

'Hothing was, however, more true; and we were again

obliged to take the field.

I certainly expected to beat the Prussians; but I

thought it would take more time, I took measures against
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such aggressions as I suspected might "be made against me

in other quarters; "but I found them unnecessary.

By a singular chance, the Prussians did not hold out

two hours. By another accident their generals had never

thought of defending places that might have held out three

months. I was master of the country in a few days.

The celerity of this overthrow proved to me, that the

war had not been popular in Prussia. I ought to have prof-

ited by this discovery, and to have organized Prussia after

our own plans; but I did not know how to set about it.

The empire had acquired an immense preponderance by the

battle of Jena. The public began to look upon my cause as

won: I perceived it by the change of measures tov/ards me: I

began to believe the same thing myself; and this opinion made

me commit some errors.

The system on which I had founded the empire was innate-

ly at variance with all the ancient dynasties. I knew that

there must be mortal strife between them and me. Vigorous

means were therefore to be taken to shorten it as much as

posHible, in onier to gain the suffrages of kings and na-

tions.

On the one hand I should have changed the form and per-

sonal government of all the states that war placed at my dis-

posal » because revolutions are not brought about by keeping

the same men and the same measures. I was certain, by the
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very act of iraintaining those governments, of having them

always against me: it was recalling my enemies to life.

If, on the other hand, I chose to retain the old gov-

ernments for want of he iter, I ought to have made them ac-

complices in my greatness, by forcing them to accept of

titles and territory together with my alliance.

By following either of these plans, according to cir-

cumstances, I should have extended the frontiers of the rev-

olution rapidly. Oi'.r alliances would have heen solid, "be-

cause they would have heen made with the people: I should

have hestowed on thera the advantages, together with the

principles, of the revolution: I should have removed the

scourge of war which had afflicted them for twenty years,

and which ended "by raising them all against us.

It is most prohahle that the majority of the nations

of the continent would have accepted this grand alliance,

and Europe would have "been recast on a new plan analogous

to the state of her civilization.

I reasoned well, but my practice was contrary to my

reasoning. Instead of changing the Prussian dynasty, as

I had threatened, I restored their estates, after having

parcelled them out. Poland was not pleased because I

did not free the portion of her territory that Prussia

had seized. The kingdom of Westphalia was discontented

at not obtaining more; and Prussia, enraged at what I had
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I fancied, I know not why, that kings, dispossessed

"by the right of conquest, might "become grateful for any

part of their dominions that might he left them. I fan-

cied that they might, after all their reverses, become sin-

cere allies, because it was safest to do so. I fancied that

I might thus extend the connexions of the empire without tak-

ing on myself the odium of revolution. I thought there was

something noble in taking away and restoring crowns. I al-

lowed myself to be seduced by it. I was mistaken, and such

faults can never be repaired.

I tried at least to correct what I had done in Prussia,

by organising the confederation of the Rhine, because I hoped

to keep one m check by the ether. To form this confedera-

tion, I aggrandised the states of some sovereigns, at the ex-

pense of those of a rabble of petty princes, who answered no

end but that of dissipating the money of their subjects, with-

out doing them any good. I thus attached to my cause the

sovereigns whose power I had enlarged, by the very interest

of their aggrandizement. I made them conquerors in spite

of themselves. But they found the trade agree with them.

They were sufficiently willing to make common cause with me,

and they were faithful to that cause as long as it was pos-

sible.

The continent was thus at peace for the fourth time. I
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had extended the surface and the v;eight of the Empire. My

immediate power extended from the Adriatic to the mouths of

the Weser: ra;^ power over opinion throughout all Europe.

But Europe felt, as I did, that this p3,.cification was

only a provisional work; hecause there were too many resist—

irg elements, and that in treating with these resistances,

which I was in the wrong to do, I had only put off the evil

day.

England was the vital principle of resistance. I had

no means of attacking it hand to hand, and I was sure that

the continental war v/ould "be perpetually renewed as -long as

the English ministry had wherewith to pay its expenses. This

might last a good while, as the profits of the war would feed

the war. It was a vicious circle* the result of which must

"be the ruin of the Continent. A means was therefore to be

devised for destroying the profits which England derived from

maritime war, in order to ruin the credit of the English min-

istry. To this end the continental system was proposed to

me. I thought it good, and adopted it. .Few people under-

stood that system; they determined to see nothing in it "but

a scheme to raise the price of coffee. Its design was ?/ide-

ly different.

It was to have ruined the trade of England. But in

that it failed of its purpose, "because it, like other pro-

hihitions, produced increased prices, which are always fa-
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voura"ble to commerce; ani "because it could not "be so com-

plete as to prevent a contraband trade.

But the continential system was also to answer the pur-

pose of plainly'' marking out our friends and foes. There

could "be no deception here. Attachment to the continental

system tetoksned attachment to our cause, "because that sys-

tem was at once our "banner and palladium.

This contested system was indisperisa"ble at the tirre I

adopted it; for a great empire must not only have a general

tendency to direct its policy, "but its economy ought to have

a parallel direction. Industry must have a vent like every

thing else, in order to act and to advance. Uow France had

none at the time I opened one "by esta'blishing the continental

system.

Before the Revolution, the economy of France had "been

turned towards the colonies, and exchange. It was the fash-

ion of the day. It had great success. But however much

that success might "be extolled, its only consequence was the

ruin of the state finance, trie destruction of public credit,

the overthrow of the military system, the loss of all respect

abroad, and the ruin of agriculture. And finally, these suc-

cesses had led France to sign a treaty of commerce, v/hich made

her dependant on England for supplies.

France, indeed, possessed fine sea-ports, and some mer-

chants of enoromous fortune.
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TJie maritime system had. been completely destroyed hy

the war; the sea-ports were ruined: no human power could re-

store to them what the revolution had annihilated. It there-

fore required a fresh impulse to be given to the spirit of

trade, in order to revive the domestic industry of Prance.

The only means to accomplish this was to deprive England of

the monoply of manufactures, to create a manufacturing in-

terest, and to include it in the general economy of the state,

I was forced to create the continental system.

Nothing less than this system could. avail, because the

manufactures required an enormous premium to induce capital-

ists to advance the suras necessary for the establishment of

the whole manufactories of a country.

The event was in my favour; I removed the seat of indus-

try, and made it cross the sea. It has made such rapid strides

on the Continent, that it has now nothing to fear. If France

wishes to thrive, let her keep my system, and change its name;

if she chooses to fall off, let her engage in maritime pur-

suits, which the English will destroy the first time they go

to war. I was forced to carry the continental system to ex -

tremities, because I had in view not only the good of Prance,

but the annoyance of England. We could receive colonial

produce only through her, whatever flag might be borrowed

for the occassion, therefore we received as little as possi-

ble. There was no better way of doing this than raising
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the prices to an extravagarit height. The political end

was fulfilled; the exchequer gained oy it, "but it drove the

old women to despair, a.nd they have had their revenge.

Daily experience proved the expediency of the cont:'-nental

system, for the state flourished in spite of the "burden of

the war. The taxes were entire; public credit was equal

to the interest of ir.oney ; the spirit of improvement appeared

in agriculture as well as manufactures; country villages,

not less than the streets of Paris, were rebuilt; roads and

canals encouraged the industry of the interior; some new

impr overrent appeared v/eekly: I made sugar from turnips, and

soda from salt. The developem.ent of science kept pace with

industry.

It would have been folly to depart from a system at the

very moment when it was producing its fruits. It required

to be strengthened rather, that it might have a greater hold

on commercial emulation.

This influenced the policy of Europe, inasmuch as it

obliged England to carry on the war. From that moment the

war assumed a serious character in England; it threatened

the fortune of the public, that is, its very existence. It

became popular. The English ceased to commit their defence

to foreign auxiliaries; they took it upon themselves, and

appeared on the Contiment in large bodies. The struggle

had YiBYer been perilous till then. I forsaw it when I
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signed the decree. I suspected tliat all repose was at an end

for me, and that my life would "be spent in wrestling with

olDstacles which the public hal lost sight of, hut of which

I possessed the secret, "because I am the only man whom ap-

pearances never deceived. In my heart I flattered m^rself

that I should "be master of -the future, "by means of the ar-

my I had formed, so invinci"ble did success seem to have made

it. It never dou'bted of victory; it was easily moved, "be-

cause we had exploded the system of camps and magazines. It

could "be transported in any direction at a moment's warning;

and wherever it arrived it felt a conscious superority. With

such soldiers, where is the general who would not have loved

glory? I loved it, I own; and yet, since the "battle of Jena

I had never felt that plenitude of confidence, that contempt

of consequences, to Vi'hich I owed my first successes. I dis-

trusted myself; that distrust made ms uncertain in my deci-

sions: my temper was ruffled, my eha,racter lowered. I did

comimand myself, but what is not natural is never perfect.

The continental system had determined the English to

war with us even to the death. The Uorth was subdued and

overav7ed by rry garrisons. The English had no conection

with it but in smuggling; but Portugal had been given up to

them; and I knew that Spain, under the m^ask of neutrality,

favoured her commerce.

But that the continental systen should be of real use,
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it required to "be complete.' T had nearly accompli shed it in

the north; it was of consequence to cause it to be respect-

ed in the south. I demanded a passage through Spain for a di-

vision of troops I wanted to send luto Portugal. It was grant-

ed. At the approach of my troops th'3 court of Lisbon embarked

for the Brazils, and left me its kingdom. I required a mili-

tary road through Spain to communicate with Portugal. This

road connected us with Spain. Till then I had nsYer thought

of that country, on account of its inefficiency.

The political state of Spain was at that time alarming;

it was governed "oj the most incapable of sovereigns; a brave

arid vi/orthy man, whose energies went no farther than to se-

cure implicit obedience to the favourite. The favourite,

without character and without talents, had neither pursui t

nor energy, but what v/ere employed in incessant demands for

titles and riches.

The favourite was devoted to me, because he found it

convenient to govern under the shadow of an alliance with

me. But he had conducted affairs so ill, that his credit

had s,unk in Spain. He could no longer command obedience.

His devotion became unavailing.

Public opinion in Spain had been proceeding in a line

contrary to that of the rest of Europe. The people, which

every where else had risen to the level of the revolution,

had remained here far beneath it; enlightened notions had

not even penetrated to the second layer of the nation. They
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liad remained on tlie surface; that is, tlioy were confined to

the highest classes. These felt the degradation of their

country, and iDlushed to ohey a government which v/as. debas-

ing their native land. They v:ere called the Liberales.

Thus the revolutionists in Spain -were those who might

lose hy a revolution; and :hose who had all to gain v;ould

not hear of it. The same i>:ccngrLiity operated at iTa.ples.

It male me co:':mit many errors, "besai'se I was not then pos-

sessed of the key to the myster^T-.

The presence of my troops in Spain was sin everit. Ev-

ery hcdy set about interpreting it. People were occupied

"by it. Some fermentation appeared. I soon learned it.

The liberal 33 were sensible of tho humiliation of their .

country; they thought to prevent its rum by a ccns_piracy:

the conspiracy succeeded.

It went no further than forcing the old king to abdicate,

and punishing his favourite. Spain v;as no gainer by the ex-

change, for the son they placed on the throne was no tetter

than the father. I am well informed at least on that head.

The conspiracy had scarcely succeeded, when the con-

spirators took fright at their own daring. They were afraid

of themselves, of me, of every body. The m.onks disapproved

of the violence committed against their old king, because it

was illegitimate. I disapproved of it no less, but for a

different reason. Pear took possession of the new court;
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the L-pirit of revolt seiz-d the people, and anarchy the

state.

The natural coirrse cf things had thus Tarought about a

change in SpaJn; a revolution in fact was "begun. It could

not be of the sarjie nature as that in Pranee, because it was

composed of different elements. But till then it had no di-

rection, because it had neither chief nor partizan before-

hand. It waF: as yet only a suspension of authority; a sub-

version of power; in short., disorder.

There was nothing to be predicted concerning Spain, but

that with so ignorant and fierce a people a revolution could

not be accomplished without torrents of blood and a long se-

ries of calamity.

But what was the end proposed by those who wished for a

change in Spain? It was not a revolution like ours: it was

an efficieiit government: a rational authority which might re-,

move the rust which obscured their country, and restore it to

consideration abroad, and civilization at home.

I was able to give them both, by making myself master of

their revolution at the point to which they had brought it.

The object Vi^as to give Spain a dynasty, which should be strong

because it was new, and enlightened because it should bring with

it no prejudices. Mine combined these qualities. I therefore

resolved to bestow this crown also upon it.

The most difficult step towards this end was taken that
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of getting rid of the old d^^nasty. Now the Spaniards had al-

lowed their old king to "be forced to aMicate the crown, and

they would not acknowledge the new one. Every thing there-

fore seemed to promise, that in order to avoid anarchy, Spain

would be glad to accept a sovereign armed with a prodigious

power. By that means it would have easily stept into the

imperial circle; anl however deplorahle the social state of

Spain might "be, it was a conquest not to "be neglected.

As, in order to form a just idea of things, one should

see them one's self, I set out for Bayonne ;
to which place

I had invited the old Spanish court. As it had nothing bet-

ter to do, it came. I had also invited the new court. I

really did not expect it to arrive, because it had something

much better to do.

I had calculated, that to prevent Ferdinand from meet-

ing either his father or me, they would have led him to re-

volt, or engaged him to go to America. But he did neither,

but came to Bayonne with his tutor and courtiers, leaving

Spain to the first comer.

This single step gave me the measure of the court. I

had scarce spoken to the heads of the conspiracy, when I per-

ceived their total ignorance of their real situation. They

were prepared for nothing, therefore saw nothing; their poli-

cy seemed like the blind leading the blind*. I had scarce -

*Ils menaient leur politique conime les quinze vingt,
i. e, the inhabitants of the asylum for the blind
so named.
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ly seen the king they had sat "upon the throne before I was

satisfied that Spain ought not to "be left in such hands.

I then resolved to accept the abdication of this fami-

ly, and to place one of iry brothers on the throne now aban-

doned by its old possessors; they had descended from it so

easily, that I thought he might mount it with as little dif-

ficulty.

In fact, nothing seemed to oppose it; the Junta of Bay-

onne had acknowledged him; no legal power remained in Spain

to refuse the change; the old king seemed grateful to me for

taking the throne from his son, and had retired quietly to

repose himself at Compiegne. His son was conducted to tlie

castle of Valencay, where all necessary preparations had been

made for his reception.

The Spaniards knew exactly what they had parted with in

their old king; he left behind him neither regret nor remem-

brance; but the son was yet young; his reign had been hoped

for. He was unfortunate; they converted him into a hero:

imagination exerted itself in his favour. The Liberales

clamoured for national independence; the monks talked of

legitimacy: the whole nation armed itself under these two

pretexts.

I confess I was wrong to shut up the young king at Valen-

cay. I ought to have allowed him to shew himself, in order

to imdeceive those 7/ho took an interest in him.
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I was especially in the v;rong not to let him stay upon

the throne. Things would have grown worse and worse in

Spain. I should have acquired the title of protector of

the old king, "by giving him an asylum. The new government

could not have failed to commit itself with England. I

should have declared war hoth on my own account, and as-

plenipotentiary for the old king. Spain would have trust-

ed her army to fight her "battles, and as soon as I had "beat-

en it, the nation must have submitted to the right of con-

quest. It would not even have dreamed of murmuring, "be-

cause in disposing of a conquered country one 'only follows

estahlished customs.

If I had been more patient I should have followed this

plan, "but I thought that the result "being the same, the Span-

iards would accept "beforehand a change of dynasty which the

state of affairs rendered inevita"ble. I managed this af-

fair awkwardly, because I passed over the regular gradations.

I had displaced the ancient race of kings in a way offensive

to the Spaniards. Their wourded pride would not acknowledge

the race I had put in its stead. The result was, that there

was no authority any where, or rather it was eYery where. The

whole nation fancied itself called upon to defend the state,

since there was neither army nor authority to which that de-.

fence could be committed. Each man took the responsibility

on himself; I had created anarchy, and found all the resourc-





es it can furnish turned against me. The whole nation fell

upon me.

The Spanish nation, whose history records nothing but

acts of avarice and ferocity, was not formidable face to

face with an enemy. Its people fled at the very sight of

our soldiers, but they stabbed them in the back. They were

exasperated, and used reprisals. One reprisal caused a sec-

ond, and the war became a tissue of atrocity.

I felt that it gave a character of violence to my reign.

That it was an example dangerous to the people, and fatal to

the army; because it consumed the men and fatigued the sol-

diers,

I felt that I had begun illj but when once a war was

fairly entered upon, it was impossible to abandon it: for

the very smallest reverse gave spirit to my enemies, and

all Europe instantly got under arms. I was obliged to

be always victorious.

It was not long before I was put to trial.

I had gone to Spain in order to accelerate events,

and to examine the ground on which I had to leave my bro-

ther. I had occupied Madrid, and destroyed the English

army which was advancing to its relief. My success was

rapid: terror was at its height; resistance seemed about

to cease; there was not an instant to lose; neither was

any time lost. The English ministry armed Austria.
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They were always as- active in raising enemies as I could

"be in beatirig them.

This tirr.e the intrigues of Austria were skilfully

conducted; they took me "by surprise. I must give praise

where it is due.

My troops v-iere scattered at llaples, at Madrid, at Ham-

hurg. I myself was m Spain. It was procahle ihat the Aus—

trians might have "been ouccessful in the first instance.. This

success might have led to more, for in these cases the first

step is usually the difficulty. They might have tempted

Prussia and Russia,; re- animated the courage of the Spaniards,

and restored popularity to the English ministry.

Tne court of "Vienna maintains a tenacious policy, that

is never disconcerted hy passing events. It was long "be-

fore I discovered the reason. I perceived, a little too

late, indeed, that this policy was so deeply rooted, only

"because the good nature of the governm-rnt had allowed the

state to degenerate into an oligarchy. The country is led

"by ahout a hundred no'blemen: they pos:::ess the soil, and have

seized upon tha exchequer, the ca"binet, end the arniy, "by

whicn means they are the real rulers, and have left to the

court no more than the honour of the signature.

How oligarchies neYex' char;ge their opinions, teoause

their interest is always the same. They do every thing

111; "but they always continue doing, "because they cannot
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die out. They never succeed; but they support reverses

admirably, "because they support them in concert.

Austria had owed her safety four times to this form of

government: it decided for the war she had just declared

against me.

I had not a moment to loose. I left Spain abruptly,

and flew to the Rhine. I got together the troops nearest

at hand: Prince Eugene had allowed himself tc be beaten in

Italy: I sent him some reinforcements. The kings of Swa-

bia and Bavaria lent me their troops; with them I beat the

Austrians at Ratisbon, sind marched towards Vienna.

I advanced by forced marches along the right bank of

the Danube; I depended on the viceroy to secure our junc-

tion. I intended to get before the Austrians to Vienna,

to cross the Danube there, and to take up a position to

receive the archduke.

This plan was well conceived; but it was imprudent,

because I had to cope with a man of talent, and because I

had not enough troops. But fortune was then en my side.

In returning, the archduke made a very able movement:

he divined my object, and gained upon me. He threw him-

self rapidly upon Vienna by the left bank of the Danube,

and took up his position at the same time with me. As far .

as I know, this is th^ only able movement the Austrians ever

made.
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My plan had failed: I was in presence of a formidable

army: it commanded my movements, and forced me to remain in-

active. ITotliing now "but a great tattle could put an end to

the war. It was my business to attack; the archduke had

given me that part to play: it was not easy; for he was in

a position to receive me.

By an unhoped for piece of good fortune, the archduke

John, Y&iO should, at all hazards, have kept "back the vice-

roy, allowed himself to be beaten. The army of Italy drove

him from the other side of the Danube, and we gained the as-

sistance of its right wing.

But as we could not remain there for ever, v;e were

obliged to come to action. I caused pontoons to be thrown

across the river. The army began to move. Marshall Mas-

sena's division was. the first that crossed; he began his

fire, when an accident carried away the pontoons. It was

impossible to replace them in time to sustain him: he was

attacked bj' the whole hostile army. The division maintained

its ground v/ith valour which might be called heroic, for it

was hopeless. Their am.muniticn had failed: they were on

the point of destruction—-when the Austrians ceased fir-

ing, thinking that sufficient to the day was the evil there-

of. They recovered their position at a decisive moment,

and delivered me from the most cruel anxiety.

Nevertheless, we had sustained a reverse of fortune: I
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perceived it by the state of public opinion. My defeat vi^as

published; the details were repeated; aj fall v/as foretold.

The Tyrolese had revolted: we had been obliged to send the

Bavarian army to that country. Parties had taken up arms in

Prussia and Westphalia, and spread themselves over the country,

in order to excite revolt. The English undertook an expedi-

tion against Antwerp, which might have succeeded, but for their

own folly. My situation grew daily worse.

At length I succeeded in throwing fresh bridges over the

Danube. The army crossed the river during a dreadful night.

I was present at the crossing, for I was uneasy aboat it. It

answered completely; our columns had time to form, and that

great day arose with happy omens.

The battle was grand, for it was well disputed. But the

generals did not make any great efforts of genius, because they

commanded large masses upon a flat pla.in. It was long doubt-

ful. The intrepidity of our troops, and the bold manoeuvre

of Macdonald, decided the fortune of the day.

Once broken, the Austrians army marched off in disorder,

by a long plain, on which it lost a great many men. I pur-

sued them vigorously, because I wished to decide the campaign.

Beaten in Moravia, there was no resource but to sue for peace,

and I granted it to them for the fourth time.

I trusted that it would be lasting, because people get

tired of being beaten, as they do of every thing else; and
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because there was a considerable party in Vienna, vyho argued

in faYour of a final alliance with the empire.

I wished for peace, "because I felt the expediency of

giving some respite to the people: for, instead of feeling

the advantages of the revolution, they had as yet seen only

its horrors. We were no longer protectors, as at the be-

ginning of the war; and in order to accustom the public opin-

ion of Europe to the nature of my power, it was not politic

to shew it always iti its hostile aspect.

The enemy's party assured the poplace that they were

only arming to deliver them from the evils of war, and to

lower the price of English goods.

These insinuations made proselytes. The war dimin-

ished the popularity of the revolution. Therefore I de-

sired peace; but it was necessary to obtain the consent of

the English ministry: Austria undertook to ask it. They

refused.

This refusal gave me great anxiety. England must

have felt within herself resources whinh I could not com-

prehend. I erideavoured to discover what these were, but

in vain.

Instead of laying down my arms, I was forced to keep

up my war establishment, and to weary all Europe. I was so

much the more annoyed at it, as the allies had all the hon-

our of the war, though I had the success. For they had
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the- innocent air of defending those things that are called

legitimate, iDecause they are old. I, on the other hand,

appeared the aggressor, because I fought to destroy these,

and to set up what was new. The whole weight of the accusa-

tion lay on me.

Yet the war of the revolution was but the result of the

situation of Europe. It was the crisis which changed its man-

ners. It was the inevitable consequence of the transit from

one social system tc another. If I had been the inventor of

the system, I should have been guilty of the evils it brought

about. But it was invented hy nobody. It was produced by

the current of the times. This current had silently luade

way for the Revolution, as it had done for the Reformation,

and the evils that followed upon it. War depended no more

upon me than upon the allies. It depended on the nature

which the Almighty has impressed upon human beings.

England continued the war without auxiliaries, but

not without allies, for every enemy to revolution was such.

We had an open field to fight on in Spain. I sent back

my troops there, but I did not go back myself. I was wrong

because nobody does one's business so well as one's self.

But I was tired of all this commotion; and I, from that

time, began to meditate a project that might give a new

character to my reign.

But before I could accomplish this, the enemy embar-
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rassed me in a quarter from which I had no apprehension.

The North was occupied "by oiy troops. The English were

not strong enough to attack me in that point. It v/as in

the Mediterranean that their navy ensured them superiority.

They possessed Malta, and commanded Sicily, the shores

of Spain, Africa, and Greece. They sought to profit

"by all these advantages.

They endeavoured to excite a re-action in Italy,

and convert it, if possihle, into a second Spain. There

were discontented persons every where, for I had not heen

able to give every hody their ancient rights, combined with

the advantages of the new system. There were such in Italy

as well as elsewhere. The clergy had no affection for me,

because my reign had put an end to theirs. The devotees

followed their example, and detested me. The rabble par-

took of the same feelings, because the clergy are still

possessed of influence in Italy. The head quarters of

this opposition was Rome, as it was the only tovm in Ita-

ly v;here it could hope to escape my observation. Thence

it held communications with the English; it instigated to

revolt it; it insulted me in annonymous pamphlets; it pro-

mulgated false reports. It procured recruits for Eng-

land; it. kept in pay the banditti of Cardinal Ruffa, for

the purpose of assassinating Frenchmen; it attempted to

blow up the palace of the minister of police at Naples.
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It was clear that the English had a plot upon Italy, and

that they fomented these disturbances.

I could not permit this; I cotxld not suffer the French

to "be insulted and murdered. I contented myself, however,

with making complaints at various times to the Holy See.

I received civil answers to "beg I. would take the thing patient-

ly. As my temper was never very patient, I saw that there was

a oecided hostility against us, and that I must outstrip it to

prevent its exploding. I occupied Rome with my troops.

Instead cf allaying the effervescence, this measure, which

was perhapa a little violent, irritated the public. It howev-

er secured the tranquillity of Italy » and quashed the schemes

of Lord W. Bentinck. But, in secret, the whole class of devo-

tees did every. thing that hatred and the spirit of the church

could inspire against me.

This center of conspiracy had ramifications in France

and Switzerland. The clergy, the malcontents, the partizans

of the old order of things (for there were still such) had

united to intrigue against my authority, and to do me every

possible injury. They no longer appeared as conspirators 5

they had borrowed the standard of the church, and they used

its thunders instead of cannon. It was their watch-word

and their war- ^ry. It was a sort of orthodox free-masonary,

which I could not lay hold on at any given point, because it

pervaded all places.
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Besides, it was difficult to attack these people in de-

tail, "because it would have "been a persecution; "but that is

the husiness of the weak, not of the strong. I thought I

could disperse the party hy an alarming display of power,

I determined to shew my resolution, and teach them that I

chose to maintain order and authority, and that I scrupled

at nothing to accomplish my purpose.

I knew that nothing could he so severe a hlow upon

the party as to separate it from the head of the church.

I hesitated long "before I adopted this resolution, "because

it was againt my wishes; but the longer I delayed it, the

more necessary it "became to decide. I considered that

Charles V., who was more religious than me, and not so pow-

erful, had dared to make a Pope prisoner. He was no worse

for it, and I thought I might at least attempt as much. The

Pope was carried off from Rome, and conveyed to Savona. Rome

was annexed to Prance.

This stroke of policy sufficed to confound the schemes

of the enemy. Italy remained quiet and obedient to the last

moment of the empire. But the Y/ar of the church was pursued

with equal inveteracy. The zeal of the devotees was rekin-

dled. It became a secret but venemous spirit against me.

In spite of all my precautions I could not prevent their com-

municating with Savona, and receiving instructions. The monks

of La Trappe , of Fribourg, conducted this correspondence; it
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was printed in their house, and circulated from priest to

priest throughout the empire. It "became necessary to re-

move the Holy Father to Pontainhleau, and to expel the monks

of La Trappe, to put a stop to these communications. After

all, I believe I did not succeed.

This petty v;ar had a "bad effect, "because I could not

prevent it from we8.ring the appearance of a persecution. I

had "been o"bligad to proceed with severity against unarmed

persons, and, in spite of cwself, to make victims of them.

These unhappy disputes with the church forced upon me five

hundred state prisoners; political occasions never made fif-

ty. I was in the wrong throughout this affair; I was strong

enough to have left the fee"ble at li"b9rty, and I occasioned a

great deal of evil "by attempting to prevent it.

A great project occupied the state. It appeared to me

to "be of a nature to consolidate my empire "by placing me in

a new situation with regard to Europe. I expected important

results from it.

My power was no longer contested; it only wanted the

character of perpetuity, which it could not have as long as

I had no heir. Without an heir my death would have "been a

moment of danger to my dynasty; for authority must have no

period fixed "beforehand, if it is not to "be contested.

I perceived the necessity of separating myself from a

wife "by whom I could no longer hope for posterity. I hesi—
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tated on account of the misery of quitting the person whom

I "best loYed; it was long "before I could resolve upon it.

But she proposed it herself, with that devotedness of af-

fection which she alv/ays displayed towards me. I accepted

the sacrifice, because it was indispensable. The simplest

policy pointed out to me an alliance with the house of Aus-

tria. The court of Vienna was tired of reverses. By unit-

ing itself irrevocably with tne, it placed its safety in my

custody.; By this alliance it became an accomplice m my

greatness, and from that moment it became as much my inter-

est to support it a^^ it had been heretofore to subdue it.

By thiB alliance we produced the most formidable mass of

powei- that had ever existed; we surpassed the Roman empire.

The alliance was formed.

On the continent there was nothing without our pale,

but Russia, and the wreck of Prussia: the rest was at our

disposal. So vast a preponderance .ought to have discour-

aged our enemies; and without vanity I might now have con-

sidered my work as accomplished, and that I had placed my

throne beyond the reach of accident.

My calculations were just: but passion never calculates.

Meantime appearances were in my favour. The continent was

quiet, and seemed to be becoming accustomed to the sight of

my crown; it at least appeared so 'by the homage paid me. It

was so respectful, that a more discerning person than myself

might have been deceived by it. The respect in which the
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"blcod of the hou^^e of Austria was held, rendered my reign

legitimate in the eyes of the sovereigns of Europe; s-nd I

"believed that the title of the son, v/hich the Empress had

just home, to the throne, would not he disputed.

There were no dlsturl^ances any where hut in Spain, where

the English were in great force. But that war gave me no un-

easiness, because I was resolved to he even more ohstinate

than the Spaniards, and v/ith time any thing may he accom-

plished.

The empire was strong enough to carry on the Spanish

war without inconvenience. It neither put a sxop to the

decorations with v;hich I was emhellishing France, nor to

the useful undertakings which we were pursuing. The ad-

ministration of justice was in:proving. I v;as organising

institutions which might ensure the strength of the empire,

hy educating a generation for the purposes of its support.

The necessity of maintaining the continental sj^stem

was the only source of dispute with such governments as had

coasts adapted for smuggling. Among these Russia was in a

delicate situation: its civilization was not sufficient to

enalDle it to do without English goods. I had nevertheless

insisted on their heing prohibited; it was an absurdity, but
.

it was necessary to complete the system of exclusion. A

contraband trade commenced; I foresaw it, "because the Russian

government does not watch well. But as shut doors are al—
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ways more difficult to pass through than open ones, smugg3»ing

never introduces near so many goods as a free trade. I thus

obtaiy-ed tii'o-thirds of my object; however, I did not complain

f; :

"' —
.3: they attempted to justify themselves, arad then be-

gan anew, v/e became angry; st.ich a state of things could not

last.

In fact, since our alliance with Austria, a trial of

strength with Russia had become iiievitable. Russia could

net but perceive that our political union could have no en-

emy but herself, for we were masters of all the rest of Eu-

rope. She must therefore content herself with a complais-

ant non-entity, or attempt to make head against us and main-

tain her rank. She was too strong to consent to be nothing;

but she was too feeble to resist us; in the alternative it

was better to assume an attitude of defiance than to acknowl-

edge herself conquered beforehand. This latter part is al-

ways the worst to take: Russia decided for the former.

I began to feel suddenly that there was some haughti-

ness in the transactions witli Petersburg. They refused to

seize the contraband gcrds: they complained that I had oc-

r.upied the lands of Oldenburg. I replied in the same

tone. It was clear that we were about to quarrel, for

neither of us were patient, and we were strong enough to

fight.

I was Yery confident as to the issue of the war; be-
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causs I had ccnceiYed a plan Tdj which I hoped to put an

end for ever to the long struggle in which I had consurced

my life. Besides, I thought that at the point to which

we had now attained, the sovereigns of Europe had no direct

interest in the conflict, for our interests had "been identi-

fied; the policy of the princes should now have been in my

favour, for it was no longer my office to shake thrones,

hut to strengthen them. I had added new strength to roy-

alty* and in that I had Vv'rought for them. They were sure

of reigning v/hile in alliance with me, equally sheltered

from war and from revolution.

This policy was so palpahle, that I thought the sov-

ereigns clear-sighted enough to perceive it. I never dis-

trusted them. Who in fact would have guessed that, se-

duced hy th^.ir hatred against me, the}' would have aban-

doned the cause of the throne, and themselves "brought hack

a revolution an:ong their people, to which they v;ill sooner

or later fall a sacrifice?

I had calculated that Russia was too large a "body to

make part of the European system v;hich I had recast, and

of which France was the centre. I therefore determined

to exclude her from Europe, that she might not disturb the

unity of iry system. The new political line of demarcation

required to be strong enough to resist the whole weight of

Russia. That country was to be forced back v/ithin the lim—
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its she had occupied a hundred years ago.

Nothing "but the immense mass of my empire could have

"been vigorous enough to attempt such an act of political

violence. But I "believe it was possible, and I "believe it

to "be the only means of securing the world from the Cossacks.

To succeed in this plan it was necessary to reorganize

Poland on a sound "basis, and to "beat the Russians in order to

force them to accept the new frontier that was to "be traced

with the point of the sword. Russia might without disgrace

have accepted the peace which was to fix these frontiers, "be-

cause there was nothing offensive to her in the arrangement.

It was an avowal of her strength and of our fear.

Thus placed "by my precautions without the European pale

separated from our commonwealth by 300,000 guardians, Rus-

sia might have united with England. She would have preserved

her political independence and her national exlstance in all

their integrity; because she would have been as much out of

our way as the kingdom of Thibet.

This was the only rational plan. Sooner or later its

ruin will be regretted: for Europe, arranged by mutual con-

sent in a uniform system, re-cast on the model required by

the spirit of the age, would have offered the grandest spec-

tacle that history had ever presented. Bat too many inter-

ested prejudices blinded the eyes of its soverigns to allow

them to perceive the danger where it really existed. They
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fancied they saw it where the only safeguard could arise.

I set out for Dresden. This war was to decide irrevo-

cahly on the question which hai "been delDated for twenty years;

it was to he the last: for "beyond Russia the world ends. Our

enemies had "but a moment: they therefore made a last effort.

The court of Austria hegan v/ith deranging my plans for Poland,

"by refusing to give up her share of it. I fancied myself

obliged to keep up appearances with regard to her, and that

instance of weakness ruined my scheme: for from the moment

I yielded that point it was impossihle to set openly about

the independence of Poland. I was obliged to portion out

the country on which the safety of Europe was to depend.

By this weakness I spread distrust and discontent among the

Poles. They saw that I sacrificed them to my own conYeni-

ence. I felt my error, and was ashamed of it. I refrained

from going to Warsaw, because I had nothing then to do there,

I had nothing now to depend on for the future fate of the

Polish nation but the victories I might obtain.

I knew that boldness often ensures success, I thought

it might be possible to do in one campaign what I had intend-

ed to have done in two. This haste pleased me for my tem-

per had become anxious and impatient. I was at the head of

an army which knew no feelings but that of glory no home

but a field of battle. Instead of making sure of my ground,

and advancing by gradual but certain steps, I traversed Poland
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and crossed the Niemen. I iDeat the armies that opposed me;

I marched on without a halt, and I entered Moscow.

It was the last day of my good fortime. It should have

"been the last of my life.

Master of a capital that the Russians had left me in ash-

es, I might have hoped that they would acknowledge themselves

"beaten, and accept the advantageous terms of peace I offered.

But, at that moment, fortune abandoned our cause. England

hrought ahout a peace "between Russia and the Suhlim^e Porte,

which gave Russia the disposal of her whole force. A French-

man whom chance had raised to the throne of Sweden betrayed

the interests of his country, and allied himself with its ene-

mies in hopes of "bartering Finland for Norway.

He himself traced out the Russian plan of defence; and

England prevented the court of Petersburg from accepting

peace. I was astonished at the delay of its conclusion.

The season was advancing. It became evident that there

was no intention of peace. The moment I was sure of this,

I gave orders for a retreat. The elements rendered it se-

vere. The French acquired honour by the firmness with which

they supported their reverses. Their courage never left them

but with their life!

Shocked myself at their disasters, I was obliged to rec-

ollect that a soverign ought never either to bend or weep.

Europe was still more astonished at my misfortunes than
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it liad iDeen at ray success. But I v/as not to "be deceived "by-

its apparent stupor. I had lost the half of that army which

had overawed it. It might hope to overcome the remainder,

for the proportions of our forces were altered. I foresaw,

therefore, that the moment the first surprise was over, I

should again find the eternal coalition in arnas ; its shouts

of joy had already reached me.

The moment of defeat is an unfavoura^ble one for the

conclusion of peace. However, Austria, who v;as comfort-

ed for my humiliation, "because by it her share of our al-

liance hecame more valuable, Austria proposed peace. She

offered her mediation: it was refused: she had thrown away

her credit.

I must therefore again "be victorious: I felt sure of

"being so when I perceived that the public feeling of France

went along with me. llever did history present a great peo-

ple in a fairer light: afflicted at their losses, but ea-

ger to repair them. In three months it was done. This

single fact is a sufficient ansv/er to the clamours of such

as feel no triumph but in the disasters of their country.

Prance perhaps owes to me, in part, the proud station

she maintained in her hour of misfortune; and if in my whole

career there is a time which deserves the esteem of posteri-

ty, it is that, for it was most painful to bear.

I appeared then at the opening of the campaign as for-
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ffiidaTDle as ever. The enemy was suprised at the sudden re-

appearance of my eagles: the army I commanded was more war

like than accustcmed to war; hut it was the heir of a long

series of glory, and I led it up to the enemy with confi-

dence. I had a great task to perform, to re-establish our

military credit, and to renew the struggle which had heen

so near its conclusion. I still possessed Italy, Holland,

and most of the states of Germany. I had lost hut little

ground; but England redoubled her efforts. Prussia waged

an insurgent war against us. The prinoes of the confedera-

tion were readj'' to join the strongest, a^id as I still con-

tinued po, they followed ray standard, through languidly.

Austria attempted to maintain a neutral dignity, while Ger-

many was overrun with firebrands, who spirited up the people

against us. My whole system tottered.

The fate of the world depended on chance; for there was

no plan. A battle would decide it. Russia was to fight

this battle, because she was strong and in earnest.

I attacked the Prus so-Russian army, and I beat it three

times.

As my success deranged the plans of the favourites of

England, they affected to abandon all hostile intentions,

and commissioned Austria to propose peace.

The conditions were, In appearance, supportable, and

many others in ray place would have accepted them. Por they
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only demanded tiie restitution of the Illyrian provinces and

the Hanse towns; the nomination of independent sovereigns in

Italy and Holland; the evacuation of Spain, and the restora-

tion of the Pope to Rome. They were to have treated for

the renunciation of the confederation of the Rhine and the

mediation of Switzerland; "but they were permitted to yield

these two articles.

I must have been greatly lov/ered in puhlic opinion,

since they dared, after three victories, to ask me to give

up countries that they had not yet even ventured to threaten.

If I had consented to this peace, the fall of the empire

would have "been more sudden than its rise. By the map, in-

deed, it would have "been great; hut, in fact, it would have

"been nothing. Austria, hy taking upon herself the office

of mediatrix, hroke through our alliance, and united herself

to the enemy. By restoring the Hanse tov/ns, I should have

shewn that I could give hack my possessions, and every "body

would have "been far similar restitutions; I should have

caused insurrections in every country. By evacuating Spain,

I should have encouraged every species of resistance. By

resigning the iron crciwn, I should have comprcmised that of

the empire. The chances of peace v/ere all against me; those

of war might, perhaps, save me.

To say the truth, too great successes, and too great re-

verses, had marked the course of my history, to make it pos-
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sible for me to put off the decision to another day. The

great Revolution of the 19th century must either be accom-

plished irrevocably, cr be buried under a mountain of the

dead. The whole world was present to decide the question.

Had I signed peace at Dresden, I should have left it unde-

cided, and it must have come forward a little later. I

must have recommenced the long career of success, that I

had already gone through; T must have recommenced it, al-

though my youth was gone My empire, to which I had prom-

ised rest, was wearied of the war, and ready to blame me

for not accepting peace.

It was better, however, to take advantage of this

critical momeiit, when the fate of the world depended up-

on the issue of a single battle, for, had I been victori-

ous, the world would have been mine again.

I refused peace. As every one prefers seeing with

his own eyes, Austria saw nothing but my imprudence, and

thought the moment favourable for going over to the ene-

my. I was not, however, certain of this defection, till

the Yery last moment; but I was well able to sustain it,

My plan for the campaign was fixed. Its result would

have been decisive.

The worst of great armies is, that the general cannot

be everj'- where. My manoeuvres were, I think, the very

best I had ever combined; but General Vandamme quitted
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h-is post, and v;as taken. Eager to make himself a Marshal

of the Empire, M'Donald nearly drowned himself in the land-

flcods;—-ITarshal lley let himself ce quietly "beaten: My

plan was overthrown, in a very few hours,

I was "beaten; 1 gave orders for a retreat; 1 was

still strong enough to act offensively, "by changing my

ground; I did not choose to lose the advantage of all

the places I occupied; for, "by a single victory, I should

still have "been master of the North, as far as Eantzick;

I therefore reinforced all my garrisons, with orders to

hold out to the last. They obeyed my orders,

I retired, slowly, with a large "body of troops; "but

still I retired, the enemy followed, increasing at every

step, for nothing fills the ranks like success. All the

hatred that time had treasured up "burst forth at once. The

Germans revolted to be revenged for the evils of war——the

moment was propitious; I was beaten. As I foresaw, the

enemy appeared to spring out of the earth. I awaited

them at Leipzig, on those very plains where they had been

beaten just before.

Our position was not good, because we were attacked

-- 4 «^^^3^ T7--? ^-hrNT^Tr^JJio^l-F ^nnl.-^ "hp. nf little
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spite of fatigue; "but then, by an act which posterity will

designate as it pleases, the allies, who were in oi:!r ranks,

turned suddenly against us, and we 7^ere conquered.

We sFt out for Prance; "but so mighty a retreat could

not be conHicted witbort disorder: exhaustion and hunger de-

stroyed many of our men. The Bavarians, after having de-

serted from our standard, attempted to cut off our retreat

into Prance. The French marched over their dead bodies,

ard gained Mayence. This retreat cost us as many men as

that from Russia.

Our losFes were so tremendous, that I myself was appalled.

The nation was overwhelmed. If the enemy had pursued their

march, they would have entered Paris with oiir rear guards: but

the sight of France dismayed them: they long looked at our

frontiers before they dared to pass them.

The question was no lorger glory, but the honour of France:

I therefore relied on the French. But I was unfortunate; I was

ill served. I do not accuse the people; they are always ready

to shed their blood for their country. I accuse no one of

treachery, for it is mors difficult to betray than people be-

lieve. I only accuse that despondency which is the result

of misfortune: I was not free from it myself. He who is dis-

couraged is undecided, because he perceives before him only a

choice of evils; and indecision is the worst of ills in mat-

ters of importance.
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I ought to have distrusted this general d.egradation

more, and to have looked to eYery thing K3^self. But I de-

pended on a frightened ministry, which did every thing ill.

The fortresses were neither repaired nor provided, for they

had not heen threatened for twenty years. The zeal of the

peasants victualled them; Imt the greater part of the com-

mandants Vi'ere old invalids, who had "been sent to them for re-

pose. Most of my prefects were timid, and thought of packing

up their goods instead of defending them. I ought to have

changed them in time, that none "but "brave men might have ap-

peared in my front ranks, if, indeed, such are to "be found

among those v/ho have any thing to lose.

Nothing was as yet ready for our defence, when the Swiss

gave up to the allies the passage across the Rhine. Notwith-

standing their victories, the enemy had not dared to advance

holdly; they crept on with caiition: they were alarmed at march-

ing without resistance through a country they had conceived to

be so thick set v/ith "bayonets. They did not meet our advanced

guard till they reached Langres: then "began that campa.ign which

is too well known to need repetition; "but which has left an im-

mortal name to the handful of "brave men who would not despair

of the salvation of Prance. They restored me to confidence;

and three times I "believed that nothing was impossi"ble with

such soldiers.

I had still an army in Italy, and strong garrisons in
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the north; "but I had no time to call them up: I must conquer

on the spot. The fate of Europe hung on my person; there

was not an important point iDut that en v/hich I stooc'.

So douhtful were the allies of success, that Vaey of-

fered me peace. After having refused it at Dresden, I could

not accept it at Chatillon, Before I could make peace I must

save Prance, and reinstate our eagles on the Rhine.

After such a proof, our army would have "been hald invin-

cilDle: our enemies would have trembled at the fatality which

gave me victory. Still master of the south, and of the north

"by my garrison^, a single "battle would restore my ascendancy;

and 1 should have had the glory of reverses, as well as that

of victory.

This result was prepared; my manoeuvres had succeeded:

the enemy was turned; he was losing himself. A general ac-

tion would have ended every thing. One moment more but my

fall was fated: a dispatch which I had imprudently sent^ to

the empress fell into the hands of the allies; it shewed them

their danger. A Corsican who happened to he in their council

shewed them that prudence was more dangerous than "boldness.

They took the only measure which I had not foreseen, "because

it was the only good one. They outstripped me, and marched

upon Paris.

They had received promises that their entrance should he

favoured; "but this premise would have been unavailing, if I

had left the defence of the capital in better hands. 1 had
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confided in the honour of the nation, and I had madly left

those at liberty who I knew v/ere ?/ithout it. I arrivad too

late with succours, and that city, which has never defended

either its monarchs cr its walls, had opened its gates to

the strangers.

I accused General Marmont of having "betrayed me: I now

do him justice: no soldier "betrayed th2 fidelity he owed his

country; such wretches were found amorig a different class.

But I v.'as not master of myself, nor of ir^y grief, when I saw

the capitulation of Paris signed "by my ancient "brother in

arms .

The cause of the revolution wa,3 no more from the mo-

ment I was conquered. It was neither the royalists, nor

the cowards, nor the malcontents, who had overthrown me.

The allies were the masters of the world, since I was no

longer a"ble to dispute the title with them.

I was at Fontain"blea,u, surrounded "by a small "but faith-

ful "band. I might have tried the chance of "battle with it

still, for it was capa"ble of heroic actions. But France

would have paid too dear for the pleasure of revenge. She

would have justly had to accuse me of her sufferings. I wish

her to have nothing to accuse me of "but the glory to which I

raised her name. I was resigned.

They proposed different acts of a"bdication to me; I felt

this to "be a mummery, I had a'biicated on the day on v»rhich I
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was conquered. But the formula mi glit one day "be of use to my

son, I did not hesitate alDout signing it.

A numerous party would have wished that infant to he

placed upon the throne, that the revolution might he main-

tained, together with my dynasty. But the thing was im-

possihle. Even the allies had no choice. They were obliged

to recal the Bourbons. Every one "boasted of having brought

about their restoration: but it was forced. It was the im-

mediate consequence of the principles for which they had been

fighting for twenty years. By assuming the crown, I had placed

the throne out of the reach of the mob. By restoring it to the

Bourbons, they placed it out of the reach of a fortunate sol-

dier. It was the only means of putting out the revolution-

ary fire for ever. The putting any other sovereign on the

throne of France would have been a solemn recognition of the

principle of the revolution; in other words, an act of insan-

ity on the part of the sovereigns.

I will say more: the return of the Bourbons was a bless-

ing to France. It saved her from anarchy; and promised re-

pose, because it ensured peace. It was rjecessary between

the allies and the Bourbons, because they guaranteed each

other, France was not a party in that peace; because it was

not made in her favour, but in favour of a family that it

suited the allies to replace on the throne. It vjas a treaty

intended to satisfy every body. Therefore it was the best
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manner in which France could have risen xrom the greatest de-

feat ever siistained "by a warlike nation.

I was a prisoner, and expected to "be treated as such;

"but either from that kind of respect inspired "by a veteran

warrior, or from the spirit of generosity which pervaded this

revolution, they allowed me to choose an asylum. The allies

granted me an island, and a title, that they regarded as

equally vain. They permitted me (and in so doing their

generosity was truly nohle) to take with me a small num-

her of those ancient soldiers with whom I had passed through

such various fortune. They permitted me to take a few of

those men whom misfortune cannot discourge.

Separated from my wife and child, against every law

divine and human, I retired to the Isle of Elha, without

any kind of project for the future. I had "became a mere

spectator of the age. But I knew, better than any man,

into v/hat hands Europe was a"bout to fall; and I therefore

knew that it would "be guided by chance; the turns of such

a chance might bring me again into play. But the want of

power to contribute towards it prevented me from forming

any plans, and I lived like a stranger to the story. But

the tide of events rolled on more rapidly than I had ex-

pected, and it came upon me in my retreat.

I received the daily papers: I learned from them the

external state of affairs. I tried to seize their spirit.
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through the mist of false representations.

It was evident to me that the king had discovered the

secret of the age. He had discovered that Prance had chos-

en the revolution. He had discovered by five and twenty

years experience that his party was too weak to resist the

majority. He knew that the majority will alwaj^s make the

law. He must therefore reign with the majority, that is,

by and with the revolution. But that he might not become

a revolutionist himself, the king was obliged to remodel

the revolution by virtue of the divine right which he in-

herited.

The idea was ingenious; it made the Bourbons revolu-

tionists with a safe conscience, and made the rsvolution-

Ists royalists by supporting their interests and opinions.

There was to be but one heart and one soul in the nation.

The phrase was in every mouth, but it could not be true.

There was, however so much felicity in this combina-

tion, that France under its reign would have loeen flourish-

ing in a very few years. The king, by a single stroke of

the pen, might have solved the problem for which I had been

fighting for twenty years; since he might have established

the new political economy of France, and caused it to be

recognised without dissent by all Europe. In order to

succeed, the only requisite art was that of knowing how to

be master at home.
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To bririg a"bout this great work, the king had granted

a charter, cast in the mo-uld of all other charters. It

was excellent they are all excellent v/hen they are put

in practice. But as charters are only skins of parchment,

they are of no value hut hy the authority which takes their

execution upon itself, !Now this authority resided no where:

instead of concentrating it in the only responsible hands,

the king allowed it to he frittered away among the party

which was called by his name. Instead of being the sole

head of the state, he allowed himself to be made the head

of a party; every thing in France assumed a factious ap-

pearance. Anarchy appeared.

Prom that moment there was nothing but inconsistency

and contradiction in the court. Words never agreed with

things, because the courtiers in their hearts wished for

things different from those which existed.

The king had granted the charter that it might not

be forced from him; but it was evident that the royalists

hoped to unravel it thread by thread, because in truth it

did not suit them.

They had only therefore erected temporary piers for

the arch of government; they had re-modelled the nobilits'-,

but they had given it neither privilege nor power. It was

not democratic, for it was exclusive; it was not aristocrat-

ic, for it was a cypher in the state: it was, therefore, an
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injury to the noTDility to have re-estalJlished it on such a

footi?}g; for they had set it up to be attacked, because it

was offensive, without giving it the means of defence. This

was an absurdity which could not but lead to continual strife.

They attempted to remodel the olergy, but they chose an

apostate bishop to re-establish the throne and the altar.

They attempted to expunge the memory of the revolution

but they dug up its dead bodies.

They tried to make the revolution of 89 acceptable

to the royalists, and the counter-revolution of the 31st

March to the exconventionalists. Both attempts were in-

effectual; for revolutions will suit none but those who

?aave gone along with their spirit, and were born in it.

The King should have had no man older than twenty about

him.

They attempted to maintain the revolution, while they

debased its institutions. Therefore they disheartened the

bulk of the nation, which had grown up with them, and was

accustomed to respect them.

They retained my soldiers, because they were afraid

of them; and they had them reviev/ed by men who talked of

glory while they bowed to the Cossacks.

There was no confidence in the existing state of, things,

because there was no visible centre of action. There was

none in public interest, for it was ccmpromised; nor in opm-
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ion, for it was crushed; nor in power, "because there seemed

to "be neither head nor hands at the submit of affairs.

I was tolera'bly well informed of all that passed at

Vienna: at that congress v/here they were amusing themselves

with apeing me. I learned, in good time, that the minis-

ters of Prance had persuaded the congress to take me off

the Isle of Elha, and to exile me to St, Helena. It was

with some difficulty that I "believed the Emperor of Russia

would consent to such a violation of the faith of treaties;

for I always esteemed his character highly; "but at length,

I T39came satisfied that it v/as so, and I set about measures

for avoiding the destiny they were preparing for me.

My fee"ble means of defence would soon have "been exhaust-

ed; I had therefore to endeavour to create such as might make

me, a second time, fcrmida'ble to my enemies.

Prance had no confidence in her government. The govern-

ment had as little in Prance. The nation had found that its

interest was not that of the crown, that that of the crown v;a3

no less at variance with it. It was mutual treachery, wiiich

could not fail to ruin one or others of the parties. It was

time to prevent it, and I conceived a plan, which will appear

hold in history; "but which, in fact, was very reasonahle.

I aspired to re-ascend the throne of Prance. However

weak my resources, they were superior to those of the roy-

alists; for the honour of the country was my ally, a feel-
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ing whi^h never dies in the heart ol* the French.

I relied on that support. I reviewed the diminutive

force, V7hich I destined fox* so great an enterprise. The

soldiers were ill clothed, for I had not wherewithal to

clothe them anew, but their hearts were firm.

My preparations were not long, for I carried nothing

hut arms with me. I relied on the Erench for furnishing us

with every thing. The English officer, who resided with me,

was amusing himself at Leghorn, and I set sail i^sith a favour-

ahle wind.

Our little flotilla met with no accident; our passage

lasted five cays. I came in sight of the coast of I'rance

at nearly the same spot on which I had landed fifteen years

before, on my return from Egypt. Fortune seemed to smile

as she did then; I returned as at that time to that land of

glory, to raise her fallen eagles, and to win hack her inde-

pendence,

I landed without an obstacle. I found myself once

mor'e in France. I had come back in misfortune. My train

consisted of a small number of friends and brothers in arms,

who had partaken of good and ill fortune with me; but this

was a claim on the respect and love of the French.

I had no settled plan, because I had only vague notions

on the state of things. I intended to be decided by circum-

stances. I had only taken some resolutions for probable oc-
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currences.

T had "but one ro?.d to take, "because I wanted a strong

hold. GrenolDle was the nearest fortress; I therefore marched

towards Grenoble, as ajiicklj as possl"ble, "because I wished to

ascertain V7hat I had to depend on. The reception I met with

on mj road surpassed ray expectations, and confiri'ied my inten-

tions. I saw that that portion of the people, which v/as

not corrupted "by passion or interest, retained a proud

feeling, \7hich was wounled by their huir.iliation.

I at length discovered the first troops that v/ere

sent against me. They were my own soldiers I advanced

without fear, for I knew they would never dare to fire up-

on me. They saw their Empercr marching at the head of

their old masters in the a>^t of v/ar, who had so long shewed

them the way to victory, 1 was still the same, for I

brought back independence along v;ith my eagles.

Who could for a moment believe that French soldiers

would hesitate between official oaths taken on the banners

of a stranger, and the faith they had sworn to one Vv^ho had

come to free their country?

The people and the soldiers received me v/ith the sams

shouts of joy. These shouts were my oi.ly escort, but they

were better than any splendour, for they promised me the

throne,

I expected to meet 7/ith some resistance from the roy-
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alists; but I was mistaken: they made none, and I entered

Paris without even seeing any of them, except, perhaps, at

the windows. There was never enterprise so rash, in ap-

pearance, which cost so little troulDle in the execution:

it was because it met the wishes of the nation, and that

every thing is easy which goes along with public opinion.

This revolution was effective in twenty days with-

out costing a single drop of blood. The aspect of Prance

was changed. The royalists fled for help to the allies.

The nation, left to itself, resumed its magnanimity. It

was free; for, by ^placing me on the throne, it had exer-

cised the greatest act of spontaneous power to which the

people can claim a right. I could not have been there

without its consent, for my six hundred men could never

have conquered it. I was no longer dreaded as a prince,

but beloved as a saviour. The greatness of my enterprise

had blotted out my misfortunes: it had restored the con-

fidence of the Prench; I was once more the man of their

choice*

Fever did a whole nation throw itself with so much

self-devotion and intrepidity into the most perilous sit-

uation: it calculated neither the danger nor the conse-

quences. It was the love of independence that emimated

the people, to whom history will give the precedence over

all others.
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I had refused the treaty of Chatillon "because I was

upon the throne of France, and it would have made me stoop

too low. But I might accept that granted to the Bourhons,

hecause I had just come from the Isle of Elba; and one may

stop as one ascends, hut never as one is coming down,

I hoped that Europe, astonished at my return, and at

the energy of the French people, would he afraid to renew

the war with a nation so daring, and with a man whose sin-

gle character was stronger than all its armies.

This would have heen the case had the congress been

dispersed, and had we treated with the princes one hy one.

But their pride took the alarm, because they were under the

eyes of each other; and my attempts to keep the peace failed.

I ought to have foreseen this result, and to have availed

myself, without delay, of the first impulse of the people to

shew how formidable we might be. The enemy would have been

dismayed at our boldness. He ascribed iny hesitation to weak-

ness. He was right; for I was no longer acting in character.

My pacific attitude lulled the nation to sleep, because I

had allov;ed it to believe that peace was possible; from that

moment my system of defence was overthrown, because the means

of resistance were not adequate to the danger.

The only means of procuring revolutionary resources would

have been to begin that great work anew; to stir up^ the pas-

sions in order to profit by their aberrations. Nothing less
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could have saved Prance.

I should have only had to regulate a secor?d revolution

as I had done the first; "but I never loved popular commotions,

because there is no rein to lead thera hy ; and I deceived my-

self by imagining that we might defend Thermopylae by loading

each piece with a dozen cartridges,

I however set about a partial revolution, as if I had

not been aware that half-measures are good for nothing! I

offered the nation liberty, because it had complained of a

want of it during my first reign. This liberty produced

its usual effect; it put words in the place of actions. The

imperialists were disgusted because I shook the system to

which they had attached their interest. The bulk of the

nation shrugged their shoulders, for they cared very lit-

tle about liberty. The republicans distrusted my proceed-

ing, for it was not natural to me.

Thus, I myself caused disunion in the state. I perceived

it, but I relied on the war for a remedy. Prance had risen

again with so much magnanimity; she had shewn such contempt

for the future; her cause was so just (for it was that of the

most fcacred rights of nations); that I hoped the whole people

would have armed themselves "by a spontaneous movement of hon-

our and indignation. But it was too late.

I felt the danger of my situation. I calculated the at-

tack and the defence: they bore no proportions. I began to
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dou"bt of my means: "but it was not the tiffie to confess it. By

an unfortunate chance, my health was deranged as the crisis

approached. My body was in a state of suffering; my Kind

irresolute. The armies advanced. In mine, the soldiers

were full cf devotion and enthusiasm; "but the officers felt

these emotions no longer. They were wearied; they were no

longer young; they had fought lorg enough: they had estates

and palaces. The king had allowed them to retain their for-

tunes and their palaces. They were now like adventurers risk-

ing them anew with me. They were "beginning their career again;

and, hov/ever well we may love life, no man would choose to live

over again: it is asking too much of human nature.

I set out for head-quarters, alone, against the world. I

tried to fight it. Victory was faithful to us the first day;

"but she deceived us the next. We were overcome, and the glo-

ry of our arms xvas put out on the same field where it was kin-

dled twenty-three years before.

I might still have defended myself, for my soldiers would

not have deserted me; "but they v/aged war against me alone. They

called upon the Prench to give me up: it was proposing an act

of cowardly meanness, in order to force them to fight. I was

not worth so great a sacrifice. It v/as my part to give my-

self up. I had no choice. I determined to surrender myself.

I hoped they would he content with the hostage I thus placed

in their hands, and that they would put the crown upon my son*s
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head.

I believe it would have been impossible to have placed hirr

on the throne in 1814: but I think it might have been wise in

1815. I do not give my reasons possibly the future may

bring them to light.

I did not quit Franne till the enemy approached my re-

treat. As long as none but Frenchmen were about me, I chose

to remain among them alone and unarmed. It was the last

proof of confidence and affection I could give them. It

was a testimony I bore to them in the face of the world.

France respected misfortune in my person to the very

moment in which I quitted her shores for ever. I might

have gone to America, and exposed my defeat in the new

world; but after having reigned over France, I could not

think of debasing her throne by seeking glory elsewhere.

A prisoner in another hemisphere, I have nothing now

to defend but the reputation History is preparing for me.

She must say at least, that the man for whom a whole peo-

ple devoted itself, could not be so destitute of worth as

some of his cotemporaries assert.
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